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Part 1

FIRST PART: DELIVERING





CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION, MOTIVATION

1.1. Analysis of the problem

This End of Degree Project belongs to the project Information and Communica-
tion Technologies Applied to the Improvement of Education in Ngozi[TED08] (code
07-CAP2-0487), from the cooperation group TEDECO and founded by the Technical
University of Madrid.

1.1.1. TEDECO.
TEDECO (TEchnology for DEvelopment and COoperation) is a cooperation for de-

velopment group from Technical University of Madrid (UPM from the Spanish abbrevia-
tion, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid).

In January 2006 at the UPM was received an urgent call from a university from Bu-
rundi,specifically the University of Ngozi (UNG): "We urgently need the help of coop-
erating teachers in a University of Burundi." Responded to this call two professors from
the Computer Science and Engineering Faculty (FI by its Spanish acronym, Facultad de
Informática) that during the months of February, March and April 2006 made both stays
at the University of Ngozi.

After this experience decided to focus aid on a global way and so TEDECO Group
was created as a UPM’s cooperation group.

How its name indicates, TEDECO is a specialized group in Information and Commu-
nication Technologies (ICT) whose goal is to use New Technologies to provide centers
(specially educational centers) in developing countries the infrastructure needed to de-
velop and improve their situation.

1.1.1.1. TESON.
When TEDECO analyzed the situation of UNG at 2006 discovered that it was in a

precarious situation. University was submerged in a lot of technical, logistic, educational
and administrative problems that seriously threatened its existence.

FIGURE 1.1. Logo of TEDECO
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Project Technology for Sustainability at University of Ngozi[TED06] (TESON from
the Spanish abbreviation: TEcnología para la SOstenibilidad de la Universidad de Ngozi)
was created in order to assist in technological development of an educational center, fo-
cusing on University of Ngozi by: delivering technical training to university staff and also
students, adapting the Computer Center and, especially, giving to the university an Inter-
net access. In parallel, University of Salamanca was carrying out a project for introducing
electricity based on solar panels with batteries.

The specific aim of TESON project is University of Ngozi development, allowing
an improvement in student’s training with parallel development of the city. The main
project’s goal, focusing on University of Ngozi context, is the enrichment of its Computer
Center as a main work tool and technical development of their students. To achieve this
objective is required the installation of an autonomous power management, that will avoid
the lack of electricity, caused by continual cuts in existing facilities. Chosen alternative
identifies that next target is the installation of an energy production system based on solar
cells. Another goal is to achieve the installation of an Internet access system via satel-
lite. Installation cost is not high and its maintenance can be funded through the creation
of a cyber. Finally, TEDECO considers an indispensable contribution, the delivery of
educational courses to both students and staff responsible for classrooms and Computer
Center maintenance, in order to provide enough training for a good provided material
management and administration.

This project ended in 2007 with very good results.
1.1.1.2. TICAMEN.
Information and Communication Technologies Applied to the Improvement of Edu-

cation in Ngozi[TED08] (TICAMEN from the Spanish abbreviation: Tecnologías de la
Información y la Comunicación Aplicadas a la Mejora de la Enseñanza en Ngozi) project
puts the target in strengthen information systems infrastructure and communications at
University of Ngozi to facilitate teaching, administration, accounting and scheduling ser-
vices. This will ensure a quality education appropriated to local people needs and finan-
cially sustainable.

TICAMEN project is part of the work line that the group was following in recent years.
It attempts to find using ICT, an useful tool for institutions in developing countries, that
can overcome typical problems, achieve sustainability and improve their services. This is
possible because it has been carried out, during the last years, a hardware preparation that
was needed to successfully complete a pilot experience in an institution of a developing
country.

This project aims to develop a series of free software tools to use them as a first pilot
destination at the University of Ngozi. These tools include features related the institution
activity:
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FIGURE 1.2. Founded problems tree

• Secretary of students
• Courses and teachers
• Financial management, material inventory, payroll and procurement manage-

ment of temporary teachers
• Library
• Cyber Management
• Management of a scholarship scheme.

Every tool is intended to be reused in similar institutions. And, as well as its de-
velopment, is part of this project requirements analysis with institution agreement, local
staff training and testing period for future treatment and improvement. In parallel to the
realization of these fundamental goals, monitoring the proper maintenance of hardware
systems will be an additional task, as well as new tools support training to local system
maintainers in order to ensure system sustainability.

1.1.2. Problems of the educational centers in precarious situation in developing
countries.

Most of the problems of these educational centers have been collected in the following
schema (figure 1.2). It is a detected problems tree that resume the similar trees created
in the documentation of the two projects[TED06, TED08]. These trees were created
following the Logical Framework Approach (LFA or EML from its Spanish abbreviations
Enfoque de Marco Lógico)[NOR08]. The LFA is a management tool mainly used in the
design, monitoring and evaluation of international development projects[WIK09].
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FIGURE 1.3. Diagram of a traditional scholarship system

1.2. Problems of the conventional systems of scholarship

“A scholarship is an award of financial aid for a student to further education. Schol-
arships are awarded on various criteria usually reflecting the values and purposes of the
donor or founder of the award” [WIK10b]. In this way we have the following classifica-
tion:

• Merit-based: These awards are based on a student’s athletic, academic, artistic
or other abilities, and often factor in an applicant’s community service record
and extracurricular activities.

• Need-based: These awards are based on the student and family’s financial record.
• Student-specific: These are scholarships where applicants must initially qualify

by race, gender, religion, family and medical history, or many other student-
specific factors.

• Career-specific: These are scholarships awarded by a college or university to
students planning to pursue a specific field of study.

Traditionally a scholarship system has the scheme showed in the figure 1.3.
One organization give scholarships to students, and they can pay their studies.
But this system has some associated problems:

(1) Students cannot properly appreciate the value of scholarships. Students only
need to ask for a scholarship and, if they are awarded, they do not need to do
anything else. If they do not study there is no problem because they are only a
beneficiary. So, when awarded students leave their studies, the related scholar-
ships are lost.

(2) This system is not sustainable along the time. The system needs a constant flow
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FIGURE 1.4. Diagram of a scholarships-loans system

of money that the organization provides to students. If the organization disap-
pears, the scholarship system disappears too.

(3) Corruption in the system. This kind of systems manage a very big quantity of
money. It is very common that not all the money invested in the system will
be used by students. Other kind of corruption can appear during the assignment
process. In this case, aid are awarded unfairly.

And these three problems grow when this system is applied in a developing countries:

• In many places, cooperation is understood as simply charity. Thus, during too
many years has been generated in these places a sense of mendicancy. This sense
produces that people prefer to ask for a solution, becoming dependent, instead
of working in a solution. They simply ask for scholarship because this is a free
service that they may easily get. Therefore, the percentage of students who leave
their studies grows and money invested in their education is lost.

• Most of the scholarships systems are maintained by Non-Governmental Organi-
zations (NGOs) or other type of external organizations. Usually, these organiza-
tions have different goals and divide their resources according to their priorities.
If the organization disappears or it needs to move their resources to other highest
priority initiative, the system disappears too.

• Corruption is one of the most important problems in developing countries, spe-
cially for economic and social development. Besides, corruption is widespread
and part of everyday life. Society has learned to live with it, even considering
it, fatalistically, as an integral part of their culture. With this situation is very
common that money disappears or scholarships are awarded without following a
fair criteria.

7
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In some countries (like Nordic countries, Canada, United Kingdom, Belgium and
Germany) is used another kind of scholarships system: the scholarships-loans system.
The scheme of this system is represented in the figure 1.4.

An organization, sometimes the own university or the government, gives scholarships
to pay student’s courses (in particular tuition fees). When students finish their studies and
start to work in a company, they must return loaned money to the organization. To assure
the money return to the organization, this system is backed by some contracts.

With this scheme, the organization tries to add sustainability and responsibility to
traditional systems. Sustainability, because students return the money and organizations
may give it to other students. Thus, it is not necessary an external and continuous financ-
ing. Responsibility, because students sign contracts which commit them to give back their
loans. In developed countries, this experience works evidenced by the fact that is being
implemented in Europe through Bologna plan.

But in developing countries the social inequalities introduce a new problem with this
model. Difference between university registration fees and normal salaries is very high
and this makes very difficult to students to return the loan. Moreover, in case of getting
that money is probably that they might have other more important and urgent expenses,
such as food or family health. If students ca not return the loan, all the benefits disappear.

1.3. Proposal

As we have seen, the project TICAMEN detected the need to create a new scholarships
system. But this system has to cope with problems seen in the previous point.

In collaboration with UNG, the old system of scholarships was studied and compared
with known modern models. As a result of this study is designed the Sustainable System of
Loans to study: a new scholarships system whose main characteristics make it a particular
suitable system for underdeveloped countries.

One of the first conclusions reached is that the system should be transparent. The
new system should prevent all possible ways of fraud, from stealing the money for the
scholarships to the unfairly election of beneficiaries of aid. Thus, the system must ensure
democratic functioning of aids allocation, taking into account needs of all students who
request them. It must ensure that different processes are always supervised automatically
and also by a commission, with external and internal members of the institution, who will
take the most controversial decisions during the process. Among other tasks, they will be
those who, through a clean, clear and transparent process, say to whom aid is assigned.

Other main characteristic is sustainability. All modern education plans (like Bologne
plan in Europe) are implanting scholarships-loans systems because they only need to put
an initial quantity of money to run the system. With this model the system can be sus-
tainable if the student may return the money. In this case, due to problems seen in the
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FIGURE 1.5. Diagram of the new scholarships-loans system

last section, the system need to include new ways to return the money, mainly with works
(figure 1.5). This will be explained in the next section.

Added to sustainability this kind of systems create a responsibility sense to students.
They are not only beneficiaries of the system. They are a very important piece in the
system because if they do not undertakes to repay the money the system fails. It is very
important to promote this responsibility so the new system may have explicit mechanisms
to achieve it. Some mechanisms could be an information campaign about how the system
is backed on contracts.

The last main characteristic is that the system will be supported by software. At first
glance may seem a forced conclusion because TEDECO consists mainly of computer
scientist, making good the saying “for a hammer, everything is a nail”. But in this case
is very important the use of software to ensure transparency during the process. If the
system is managed by a program, it is very easy to keep all the movements and actions
during the whole process and who do them. And this kind of watching is a very good way
to fight against corruption.

1.3.1. The money returning system.
At this point is the time to explain different levels and effects that introduce this pro-

posal in the system. They are summarized in the table 1.1.
First of all, students can return the quantity of the loan in cash. Although it is a way

that will be not normally used in developing countries context, it was preferred to keep
this possibility. All money will be returned to the bag of money so that the loan will be
paid.
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TABLE 1.1. Summary of possible ways to return money back

Return mode Characteristics Money
returned

Money
saved

Money
earned

Other
considerations

money Students return their loans in
cash

YES NO NO

working for the
institution

Students do some work for
the institution

NO YES NO Gain “added
value”

job from the
institution

Students do some work from
the institution to other
institutions or clients

YES NO YES

job at an external
company

Students do some work in an
external company

YES NO YES

Secondly, students can do some tasks for the educational center or institution. For
example, students of computer science could do maintenance of computers, any student
could help at the library or paint a wall. There are particular tasks, for each institution,
that add value to it at the same time that allow it to save some money. With this added
value, the institution gains prestige because it is able to provide more services and better
installations, attracting more students in future. At this point it is very difficult that all
money can be recovered, but the global institution is strengthen with more students. Note
that money discount to student debts should be equal to or greater than savings from the
job. It is the way for avoiding to start a situation of exploitation of students.

The third returning is when students are able to be teachers or assistants in courses
offered by the institution. Educational centers of developing countries, specially univer-
sities, are the knowledge and innovation centers. It is very common that these institutions
organize some courses for different kind of professionals that pay for them. There exists
the possibility for students with loans from these institutions of being teachers or assis-
tants in this kind of courses. Thus, the institution gains money from the courses and
reduces student debts. Entering the share of teacher’s salary in the bag of money with
which the loans are paid, sustainability is got in this kind of jobs.

Fourth and last mode for returning the money is very common in developed countries:
practices in external companies. Students of the last years, or with the studies finished but
with an outstanding debt, can do some jobs in external companies and these companies
pay to the institution. This payment should be equal to or greater than quantity discounted
to student debts. It is the way to do not start a situation of exploitation. While reducing
student debt, introduce the money in the bag of money with which the loans are paid.

1.4. Objectives

The main goal of this work is to study, design and develop processes and software that
supports the managing of the Sustainable System of Loans. They are intended to alleviate
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some of the problems shown in the Founded Problems Tree (figure 1.2), mainly:

• Lack of transparency and corruption: monitoring all the process with a transpar-
ent software and using a mixed commission to take the important decisions in
the process.

• Low purchasing power of people: offering the opportunity to study students
without resources

Following with these last point, the project is called Uburyo, a Kirundi language word
that means Opportunity.

Besides this main objective, there are a second objective that is to do a deployment of
Uburyo in the University of Ngozi.

1.5. Technologies

To meet the goals shown in the last section we need to take decisions about which
appropriate technologies we will develop and use.

1.5.1. Appropriate technology.
“Appropriate technology is technology designed with special consideration to the en-

vironmental, ethical, cultural, social, political, and economical aspects of the community
it is intended for. With these goals in mind, appropriate technology proponents claim their
methods require fewer resources, are easier to maintain, and have less of an impact on
the environment compared to techniques from mainstream technology, which they contend
is wasteful and environmentally polluting”. [WIK10a].

Since technology is an essential factor of production, the introduction of new tech-
nologies or development of existing in a society is one of the means to contribute to its
development. Hence the importance of technical cooperation in its many variants, as part
of development cooperation, is included by NGOs in productive projects.

This approach to appropriate technology (emerged in response to the limitations of
traditional technologies and the problems arising from the transfer modern technology to
poor countries) is sophisticated and capital intensive.

Traditional technologies are often highly adapted to environmental conditions, eco-
nomic and social place, thanks to that have been developed and used for long periods of
time. They also tend to use local materials, which facilitates the maintenance and repair
of equipment. However, there is often a technology that, in a context of economic changes
on the national or international market, offering an inadequate production and income.

Therefore, cooperation in technological areas can bring benefits to small farmers and
other poor sectors, such as increasing revenue or saving time. However, this area of in-
ternational aid has often been one that presents more problems, errors and losses. These
include the dependence created regarding expensive inputs and spare parts to be imported,
the resulting inability of people to use and maintain the equipment due to lack of money
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or knowledge, environmental damage, or increased social and gender differences. These
problems are often due to technology is considered in error as a "neutral" factor, which
simply helps solve problems, so it is not carried out the necessary analysis of the impact
that its introduction will have on the economic, cultural or social level. So, often over-
looked that the new technologies, depending on who controls and revenue they provide,
will make changes in gender relations (women often do not exercise such control), so-
cial relations, the division of labor, access to natural resources, etc. In short, a useful
technology in one context may not be in another.

The appropriate technology approach appears in the 70s as an alternative to the con-
cept of transfer of modern technology and its problems, and is the type of technology
most commonly used by NGOs in their development and poverty alleviation projects.
The concept was formulated by E. F. Schumacher in his book Small is Beautiful[SCH73],
on the basis of Gandhi’s ideas on the use of small scale technologies that would improve
the standard of living of the rural population in India. Schumacher, thinking more devel-
opment oriented people to obtain benefits, proposed and defined appropriate technology
as a simple technology, small scale, low cost and non-violent [PZ05].

1.5.2. Free Software.
Within the software world there is a branch to the appropriate technology we can call

its own right: Free Software.
The Free Software Foundation proposes the following definition for Free Software:

• Free software is a matter of the user’s freedom to run, copy, distribute, study,
change and improve the software. More precisely, it means that the program’s
users have the four essential freedoms: [GNU10]

– The freedom to run the program, for any purpose (freedom 0).
– The freedom to study how the program works, and change it to make it do

what you wish (freedom 1). Access to the source code is a precondition for
this.

– The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor (freedom
2).

– The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others (free-
dom 3). By doing this you can give the whole community a chance to benefit
from your changes. Access to the source code is a precondition for this.

Then we are going to study this four freedoms and see how they convert Free Software
in appropriate technology.

The freedom to run the program means the freedom for any kind of person or organi-
zation to use it on any kind of computer system, for any kind of overall job and purpose,
without being required to communicate about it with the developer or any other specific
entity. In this freedom, it is the user’s purpose that matters. This freedom corresponds to
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the definition of appropriate technology because it allows the user to use this according to
their own purposes. In this way the technology can be provided with new uses for which
had not been designed at first time.

The freedom to redistribute copies must includes binary or executable forms of the
program, as well as source code, for both modified and unmodified versions. This freedom
is necessary for the freedoms 1 and 3, and contribute to the moral aspects of appropriate
technology. Also, how all the people can see the source code, the vulnerabilities of the
programs are solved more quickly, doing hardly programs that have less problems.

Freedom 1 includes the freedom to use your changed version in place of the original.
This, combined with the freedom 2, allows to adapt technology to the special needs of a
particular case, so as to make a good maintenance.

Freedom 3 includes the freedom to release your modified versions as free software.
A free license may also permits other ways of releasing them; in other words, it does
not have to be a copyleft license. As the freedom 2, this freedom contribute to the moral
aspects of appropriate technology, doing that more people could use this technology.

Also these considerations it is necessary to add other characteristic to the Free Soft-
ware: the low cost. Much has been written about the cost of free software because the
Spanish translation often leads to misunderstandings. But the reality is that 99% of Free
Software has no-cost for the final user.

All of this, added that Free Software normally no need a lot of resource to be executed,
convert Free Software in appropriate technology. And is for this that we decide to develop
our application using Free Software tools and to license the resultant software as Free
Software (and the documentation with similar license).

1.5.3. Methodology and architecture.
Before to starting the development of the Uburyo Software, we need to take some de-

cisions about the methodology and architecture to follow during the development process.
The main architecture will be similar to the most commons applications in Internet:

a database with a web-based interface. As there were no special requirements on the
database, it was decided to use a relational database.

1.5.4. Used tools.
Finally, we had to choose a set of tools to do the work, both code development and all

documentation surrounding a project of this nature. All of them are Free Software for the
reasons stated in section 1.5.2, and we are going to see why they were chosen:

• LYX[LYX10]: is a document processor based on LATEX[LaT08] that encourages
an approach to writing based on the structure of your documents so it can be used
to edit large documents (books) or rigorous format (theses, articles for scientific
journals) easily. In this project LYX was used to write the report.
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• Dia[GNO10]: is a diagram creation program based in the GTK+ library project[GTK09].
In this project was used to draw all the own diagrams.

• Open Office[ORA10b]: is the leading open-source office software suite for word
processing, spreadsheets, presentations, graphics, databases and more. In this
project was used to write some manuals and presentations.

• Ubuntu[UBU10]: is a computer operating system based on the Debian GNU/Linux
distribution. Although the Uburyo software can run on the most common sys-
tems (MS Windows, GNU/Linux based systems and other UNIX systems) , we
use Ubuntu for development and testing.

• MySQL[ORA10a]: is a relational database manager, multi-thread and multi-
user. In this project was used to manage the relational database that support
the project’s “heart”. In addition to this database manager, was used MySQL
Workbench[MyS10], a visual database design tool that was used to design the
database and draw its schemes.

• Apache[APA10]: is a HTTP web server that run over multiple platforms. In this
project was used to run an tested the application.

• Eclipse[ECL10]: is a multi-language software development environment com-
prising an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and an extensible plug-in
system. In this project was used to write the PHP code and facilitate the use of
Concurrent Version System (CVS).

• Sourceforge[SOU10a]: is a web-based source code repository. It acts as a cen-
tralized location for software developers to control and manage open source soft-
ware development. In this project was used as official repository, especially be-
cause has many tools integrated like CVS, BBForums, Mantis, mediaWiki,...

• CVS[CVS10]: The Concurrent Versions System is a free software revision con-
trol system in the field of software development. In this project was used to
keep track of all work and all changes in a set of files, and allows several de-
velopers (potentially widely separated in space and/or time) to collaborate in the
future. The CVS server is installed in the Sourceforge site and the client is inside
Eclipse.

• MediaWiki[MED10]: is a popular free web-based wiki software application.
Sourceforge allow to install easily a wiki based in this software, added to the
official project site. In this project was used to maintain a collaborative site to
generate documentation about the project.

• MantisBT[MAN10]: Mantis Bug Tracker is a free popular web-based bug-tracking
system, offered integrate by Sourceforge in the project site. In this project was
used to managed the bug that occurred during the installation and use of the first
version.

• phpBB[PHP10c]: is a free flat-forum bulletin board software solution that can
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be used to stay in touch with a group of people or can power your entire website.
Sourceforge offers an easily installation of phpBB to create forums added to the
official project site. In this project was used to create a community around the
project that can discuss about it.

1.6. Document organization

This section is giving a brief overview about this document in order to make its reading
easier. This report is the second volume of a work performed by two computer science
students as their final studies project: Eduardo Martinez-Larraz and Máximo Ramírez
Robles. Section 3.3 explains how different tasks where divided. Moreover, is highly
recommended the previous reading of the first volume: Uburyo Volume I: Designing of a
sustainable system of loans for education [MAR10] for a complete understanding about
the whole process.

Volume I includes all the information related with development stages executed before
on-site deployment: Requirement Analysis, Software Architecture, Design, Development
and Test. Volume II (This document) contains all the information generated during on-site
deployment.

The whole document is divided into two different parts: The first part, in which is
included this section itself, exposes how different tasks were developed, how was the
environment in which they were developed and which conclusions were got. Second
part is compose by more technical information as user manuals, templates, contracts and
commitment letters used during the on-site deployment.

The first part is composed by four chapters. Chapter 1 is a common chapter included
in both volume I and volumen II. This chapter gives a complete problem analysis and
how it was tackled. On-site deployment experiences are explained in Chapter 2 and their
conclusions in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 4 includes all the references that support this
work.

The second, and the last one, part is a collection of all the technical documents used
during the Uburyo delivering phase. As Uburyo is a live project is obvious that all these
documents will be out of date soon. They will be, of course, updated in their respective
on-line versions but the reader must have in mind that technical documents, included here,
belong to the version 0 of Uburyo, released on the date of this document publication.
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CHAPTER 2

FIRST PROTOTYPE DEPLOYMENT

2.1. Implicated Agents

2.1.1. Technical University of Madrid.
Technical University of Madrid played an important role in the deployment of this

project on the ground for several reasons.
First reason, perhaps a little general, is the support given by the UPM Direction of

Cooperation for Development to the Cooperation Groups and projects on cooperation and
development. Without this support these groups (including TEDECO) could not exist and
would be very difficult to take forward projects of this nature.

Second reason is the financial support that project TICAMEN (within which is Uburyo)
received from the UPM through the Call for Grant and Aid for Cooperation, Solidarity
and Human Development. Thanks to this grant we are able to travel to Ngozi, Burundi,
to implement this new system of scholarships as well as management software.

FIGURE 2.1. Logo of UPM and the Direction of Cooperation for Development

FIGURE 2.2. Logo of Faculty of Computing of UPM
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FIGURE 2.3. Logo of TEDECO

FIGURE 2.4. Logo of University of Ngozi

2.1.2. Faculty of Computing of UPM.
Within this institution was formed the cooperation group TEDECO and is where it

has currently its headquarters. The Computer Science and Engineering Faculty (FI by its
Spanish acronym, Facultad de Informática) offers basic infrastructures for the group and
its projects, including Uburyo.

2.1.3. TEDECO.
TEDECO (TEchnology for DEvelopment and COoperation) has offered its full sup-

port to the project all the time. During deployment TEDECO manages the travel and the
stay in Burundi of students, and it was monitoring all the process, helping when it was
necessary.

In addition, TEDECO has been and is very present during this first experience because
several of its members, including Susana Muñoz director of the group, are part of the first
Uburyo Commission.

2.1.4. UNG.
University of Ngozi has the main role in this deployment. If it had not been involved

with this project probably it would have failed. Experience shows that if counterpart has
interest and works during the process the project probably success.

UNG has been involved in many different ways into the deployment of this project:

• UNG welcomed the members of TEDECO who did the deployment and man-
aged the stay in Burundi in collaboration with TEDECO

• The direction of the university offered its full support during the preliminary
meetings with the several future agents that work with Uburyo: teachers, admin-
istrative and service personal and the students.

• Some members of the direction of the university are part of the Uburyo commis-
sion, and helped to look for external members for this commission.
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FIGURE 2.5. Logo of Solidaridanza

• All the local user roles was covered with people from the university and they
showed great interest in the project during their training. Only thanks to that
people we were able to perform technology transfer.

2.1.5. Solidaridanza.
Solidaridanza [SOL10] is a non-profit association with a very specific objective: sup-

port development projects in Africa with the dance as drivers of such assistance. Through
its most prominent activity, the Solidaridanza Meetings, the Association has financially
supported various projects among which is Uburyo. More specifically, Solidaridanza pro-
vided seed money to start this experience.

As a feedback, TEDECO and the UNG report to Solidaridanza and its partners some
information about the loan process and the beneficiary students.

2.2. Set up Process

2.2.1. Installation.
Installation in UNG was performed following the steps described in Installation Man-

ual (Chapter 11). Next, readers may get the conclusions of this installation.
As Uburyo is a web application it is installed inside a server where users request.

This server may work on Linux or Windows, OS is not a requirement but it must have
some software previously installed and configured. Part of this software are services
that support Uburyo and, the other, connection packages that Uburyo needs. Next, it is
specified which packages and versions Uburyo server must have installed and configured.
Uburyo has been developed and tested using the indicated versions:

• PHP 5.2.9. It is known that Uburyo does not work with PHP versions previous
to 5.2.3.

• Apache 2.2.3.
• MySQL Ver. 14.12 Distrib. 5.0.32. It is known that Uburyo does not work with

MySQL distributions previous to 5.0.7
• PHP5-MySQL 5.2.0
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• Gettext (GNU gettext-runtime) 0.17

Other similar packages or different versions are not tested and Uburyo team could not
predict how it will work.

First Uburyo beta version was installed by TEDECO in UNG (see section 2.1). UNG
was already familiarized with web applications and it worked with two of them before
Uburyo was installed: Kumenya [TED10b] and Moodle [MOO10]. Thus, UNG had two
servers prepared for supporting these kind of applications: Earth and Pluton. Earth was
the selected server for installing Uburyo and its specification is the following:

• Debian 2.6.18.dfsg.1-13etch6
• PHP 5.2.0
• Apache 2.2.3
• MySQL Ver. 14.12 Distrib. 5.0.32
• PHP5-MySQL 5.2.0
• Gettext (GNU gettext-runtime) 0.16.1

As readers may notice PHP package version is under 5.2.3, that is the minimum ver-
sion required by Uburyo.

“Because the reason most people choose to run Debian is its stability. Unless there is
a good reason to (i.e. critical security problem where the fix can not be back-ported) the
version number does not change. Debian etch shipped with PHP 5.2.0 and it will remain
5.2.0 with the Debian team back-porting any security fixes until Etch is end-of-life in
early 2010. There are no upgrades. If you want a newer version, you update the machine
to a newer release of the distribution. People do not just do that on a whim with their
servers.” [WOL09].

Like this, it was impossible to upgrade that package and also dangerous to update
the operative system. The solution adopted to this issue was to disable the PHP func-
tion mysql_set_charset, which requires a PHP package version equal or higher than 5.2.3
and a MySQL server package version equal or higher that 5.0.7 [PHP10a]. Instead of
using this function, in this case, the installation SQL script defined the codification in
each table creation statement. This function can be found at Uburyo code in the file
uburyo/src/CONF/db_conf.php and it defines the codification to UTF-8 for the communi-
cation between Apache and MySQL server.

Database User created for managing the connection between PHP and MySQL was
the following:

mysql> grant select, insert, update, delete on uburyo TO

uburyo@localhost IDENTIFIED BY "******";

2.2.2. Configuration and Parametrization.
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FIGURE 2.6. UNG Uburyo System Configuration Parameters

Once, Uburyo sources were correctly located, database was well created and sources
were linked with database using the created database user, it was time to create the first
Uburyo System Administrator.

Insert into user(login, system_code, password, first_name, last_name, id,

type, email) values ('admin', 1, md5('*******'), 'administrator',

'of uburyo', '', 1, '');

With this user it was possible to check if the connection between sources and database
was well created and it was possible to access Uburyo in order to follow the configuration
steps described in Installation Manual (Chapter 11).

First configuration step was to establish date and time parameter. For doing this
and, as readers may see at Installation Manual, it is necessary to change the directive
date.timezone inside the php.ini file. In our case was like this:

; Date/Time configuration

date.timezone = Africa/Bujumbura

Second configuration step was to set different system parameters. According to UNG
needs system configuration parameters were set like Figure 2.6 is showing.

It is important to emphasize the following parameter:
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TABLE 2.1. Evaluation UNG Commission

Name Background Organization Job
Bonaventure Bangurambona Physicist UNG Computer Science

Dean
Apollinaire Bangayimbaga Theologian UNG UNG Rector
Eduardo Martinez-Larraz Computer

Engineer
UPM Computer Engineer

Susana Muñoz Hernandez PhD in Computer
Science

UPM University Professor

Laura Delgado Gonzalez Humanist AECID Volunteer
Marie-Alix Forestier Humanist Volunteer

Máximo Ramírez Robles Computer
Engineer

UPM Computer Engineer

• Language is English because Commission Members common language is Eng-
lish. Thus, every notification email will be sent in English and therefore under-
stood by every Commission Member.

• Although Burundi’s coin is Burundian franc, currency is set to dollar because
money used for starting the process was donated by a Spanish non-governmental
organization and also transferred to Ngozi in dollars.ilvi

• Automatic evaluation and Allow even evaluations were set after performing the
first evaluation period. They were developed and integrated according to the
conclusions got from this period. For this commission it was natural to evaluate
students with different weights. Commission Members ask for some mechanism
to avoid even evaluations and help them to know which weights were not as-
signed still. Due to their request, these to parameters were included and set like
do not allow even evaluations and using automatic evaluation to get help in order
to know which weights they did not use still.

• Email sender was activated because, although Internet connection is not too sta-
ble, there is Internet connection to send emails.

• Due to one of the main problems there is corruption, audition was activated.

Third configuration step was to define and set which actions or events we had like to
audit. Figure 2.7 shows which actions are being audited in UNG. As readers may see it
has been audited all the possible events except login and log out.

Fourth configuration step was to create enough users to start the process. In this
case were created a user for each commission member and another one for the university
administrative. Commission was composed by members indicated in Table 2.1.

Moreover, two administratives were created. One for TEDECO (secre) in order con-
trol a little bit more the process and another one for Jeanne D’Arc Ntahombaye, the UNG
accountancy responsible.
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FIGURE 2.7. UNG Audited Actions

FIGURE 2.8. UNG Uburyo System Users
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FIGURE 2.9. First UNG Announcement

Finally, as well as the user admin and because this user is belonging to TEDECO,
another administrator was created for Dieudonné Mbanzamihigo, the Rector secretary.
Figure 2.8 shows all these created users.

And last step to complete system configuration and parametrization is to create the
first Announcement in order to start with the assignation process. In this case donated
money was directed to third and fourth computer sciences courses. Figure 2.9 shows this
announcement details.

2.2.3. Backups.
When a new software is designed is very important to design the tools and strategies

for its backup too. A backup strategy determines what is copied, how often is copied
and how long is necessary to keep those copies. A backup tool is the responsible for
performing this strategy. There are two main types of backup tools: global and local.

A global backup tool normally has a client-server architecture, performs automatic
backups for many machines and platforms and stores data in a external storage platform,
like tape library or disk arrays. One example in Open Source world is Bacula [BAC10].

A local backup tool is a specified script that makes the backup of an specified software.
It is very common that local tools are integrated with the global tool.

Uburyo does not need a very special backup strategy but is recommended to do a data
backup each week and also a complete backup after each software update. It is a good
policy to keep these data between two weeks and one month.

Uburyo software are provided with a local backup tool: two shell scripts for making
the backup in GNU/Linux servers. They are in the folder uburyo/backup and make a full
backup (software and data). In Administrator manual (Section 10) readers may find how
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TABLE 2.2. Commission Members Location

Commission Member Nationality Working Place
Bonaventure Bangurambona Burundian Burundi - UNG
Apollinaire Bangayimbaga Burundian Burundi - UNG
Eduardo Martinez Larraz Spanish Spain - UPM
Susana Muñoz Hernandez Spanish Spain - UPM
Laura Delgado Gonzalez Spanish Burundi - UNG

Marie-Alix Forestier French Burundi - UNG
Máximo Ramírez Robles Spanish Burundi - UNG

to configure these scripts, how backup process can be automated and also integrated with
a global backup tool.

In this first deployment the backup will be integrated with a special backup system,
that backups all the servers in the data center. This system is a local solution designed for
one UNG student as his final thesis.

2.3. Local Agents Training Process

2.3.1. Local Agents Selection.
2.3.1.1. Commission Members.
As readers already know Uburyo process is always supervised by a people team in

order to assure transparency and avoid fraud during all the process steps. The main idea is
to compose a commission composed by local and foreign agents. Moreover, is interesting
to include in this commission people working in the place where Uburyo is being deployed
and abroad too.

Table 2.2 explains how different members that compose the evaluation commission
for Uburyo process in UNG are located over the world. And Table 2.1 shows commission
member background and his origin. As readers may see in Table 2.2 commission members
are basically located in two different places: Spain and Burundi. Therefore, training
process was performed simultaneously in Spain and Burundi.

2.3.1.2. Technical Agents.
In order to continue with this project without foreign help, different tasks must be

assigned to UNG local employers. This section is explaining which employers will par-
ticipate in each necessary task.

• Process local Manager: It is necessary to find out a person with whole knowledge
about the sustainable loans process. He will need to know which steps he must
execute each time and also have a global point of view about the process. It
is obligatory that he knows the software platform and moreover which actions
will perform each system actor. It is very important that this person has English
language skills.
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• Technical administrator: This person must have a technical role. He must know
about APACHE server, PHP and MySQL too. He will dominate Uburyo software
from every actor point of view. He will be able to install and configure this
software. It is also important that this person has English language skills.

• Accountancy responsible: Due to Uburyo is impacting in the university account-
ing, it is necessary to have someone familiarized with the process and working in
the university accounting office for registering all money movements that Uburyo
generates.

In UNG, these roles will be covered by:

• Process local Manager: Dieudonné Mbanzamihigo. He is the Rector secretary.
• Technical administrator: Here we have more than one possibility, with their in-

conveniences and also advantages:
– Gérard Manirakiza: He has been working with the software tool and this

is because he has much knowledge about it. He controls all the process
and also he knows a little bit how Uburyo software has been designed and
structured. He is a loaner and his job is finalizing in one month. Apollinaire
Bangayimbaga (UNG Rector) is proposing him to get a loan in the next
announcement. Like this we could count with him during some time more.

– Pascal Butoyi: He is one of the two system maintainers in the university so
he is more stable in UNG than Gérard. But he has not any knowledge about
Uburyo and he has less technical skills than Gérard.

• Accountancy responsible: Jeanne D’Arc Ntahombaye. She is the UNG accoun-
tancy responsible. She is managing this topic at the university therefore she is
the best person to develop this job.

2.3.2. Pre-production Environment.
Due to training process was individual and practical two different environments were

installed and configured: Production where real process data are stored and process ac-
tions are performed; and Pre-production, an environment with real data but dedicated to
executing tests and shows without damaging real information. Pre-production environ-
ment was an installation identical to Production but with a different database, where a
real data image was loaded before each training session. Like this, local agents were
taught using a real environment where they could train without problems.

2.3.3. Training Processes.
Training processes were all individual and practical too. Depending on agents re-

sponsibilities, training processes were performed in different ways. Next, we will explain
briefly how was the training process for each kind of stakeholder.
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(1) Commission Members: They were trained in three stages. Commission mem-
bers have three different tasks: Application evaluation, Quantities assignation
and Jobs supervision and during process deployment these three different tasks
are performed consecutively. Thus, their training was divided into three small
trainings and performed just before entering to the next stage.
(a) Application evaluation: This training is for learning how to evaluate all the

applications contained in an announcement. How to use the evaluation panel
and help us to evaluate using other commission member opinions. This
training was performed individually to each commission member just before
closing the validation period.

(b) Quantities assignation: After evaluating all the student applications is time
to discuss about who will get money and how much money will be assigned
to each student. During this training commission members were learning
how to use the discussion forum for assigning quantities to the students.
This training was performed individually to each commission member just
before closing the evaluation period.

(c) Jobs supervision: Because trainings were performed during Uburyo deploy-
ment time and jobs did not appear till loans were assigned, this training was
performed individually to each commission member just after first job was
registered in the system. They learned how a notification email is sent to
us every time a job is registered and how to reject that job just in case they
disagreed.

(2) Andrea Carolina Hidalgo-Garcia: She is a Colombian volunteer that is working
in the UNG as a project coordinator. She is designing new development projects
for the university and looking for subsidies in order to perform them. We con-
sidered interesting to include her in Uburyo process in order to increase the job
generation and integrate it with all the other projects running in the university.
We trained her as a process local manager (See section 2.3.1.2). Thus, we ex-
plained her all the Uburyo process and also how works Uburyo software from
every actor point of view. She was trained just after the quantities assignation
process and before starting to generate jobs for loaners.

(3) Accountancy responsible - University administrative: As readers may see in sec-
tion 2.3.1.2, this role was supported by Jeanne D’Arc Ntahombaye. This training
is composed by the following topics: Application validation, Job registration,
Files management (How to upload different important documents as job regis-
tration form, for example) and Loans management (How to assign jobs to loaners
and decrease their debts. In summary, how to use the student debt panel). This
training was performed during the application collecting period.
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(4) Technical Administrator: Section 2.3.1.2 indicates readers this role could be sup-
ported both Gérard Manirakiza and Pascal Butoyi. Finally chosen candidate was
Gérard Manirakiza due to his training. Gérard Manirakiza has been a loaner
during the first UNG announcement (Figure 2.9). He got a loan for paying his
university registration fees and he has been working as an Uburyo assistant (See
section 2.4.2). Due to his job, he has been in contact with Uburyo processes,
documentation and software. Thus, once he gets the Technical Administrator
role, it was not necessary to train him because his job experiences.

(5) Process Local Manager: This role, as readers may see at section 2.3.1.2, was
performed by Dieudonné Mbanzamihigo. He was trained by Gérard Manirak-
iza under our supervision. The idea is, as Gérard Manirakiza is the Uburyo
stakeholder with a deeper knowledge in Uburyo processes, documentation and
software, assign to him the training task for future needs. Therefore, this train-
ing process was directed both Dieudonné Mbanzamihigo in order to teach him
Uburyo methodology and Gérard Manirakiza for teaching him how to perform a
training session. This training is composed by:
(a) Uburyo methodology: How are Uburyo processes, which stages must be

executed at any time, which stakeholders are taking part in the processes
and what tasks are they doing.

(b) Uburyo software from a system administrator point of view.
(c) Responsibilities for managing and progressing with Uburyo processes.

(6) Loaners: Once a student gets a loan he will need to use Uburyo software often in
order to check the employment bureau and debt state. When loans are created a
meeting is arranged with loaners in order to sign the loaners contract (See chapter
13). A training explaining how to use the employment bureau, check the debt
state, maintain personal data and apply to other announcements is performed in
this moment.

2.4. Launching Process

In this section is explained how was performed each Uburyo process at UNG and
during the first announcement. We could say here are explained the experiences got form
first real tests, good and bad points and conclusions.

2.4.1. Loans Generation.
2.4.1.1. Student Applications Collecting Period.
Once the software was installed in a local machine and the UNG’s direction decided

on which group of students do this first test, it was time to open the Application Collecting
Period.
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Before to open really this period the selected group of students (third and fourth
courses of Computer Science studies) received an explication about what is Uburyo and
how works this new system of loans. One of the strengths of the presentation was to stress
the importance of accountability of all actors involved in the process, especially for stu-
dents. Do not forget that, as we saw in the first chapter, if students do not engage with the
whole process, especially to return their loans in some of the possible ways, the system is
in a great danger. At the end of the presentation two dates were communicated for filling
up the Application form.

Normally this period was thought to be more extensive, but for this first experience
and in order to help the student during the process was preferred a more specific period.

Next important experiences are indicated:

• This period was critical because is the first real interaction between final users
and Uburyo, and in this first impression was important to show that it is a serious
system.

• During the process appeared some practical errors, like some fields in the Ap-
plication Form that was designed like obligatory and in Burundi they can not be
obligatory. The main example was the national identification number and the
student identification number, two data that was not knowledge for all the Bu-
rundian people. This type of error was solved at the moment and all students
who wanted to fill the application form could do successfully.

• Moreover, some fields were not sufficiently clear and required further explana-
tion. All were noted and later modified for greater ease in completing the form.

2.4.1.2. Student Applications Validating Period.
Once a student completes his application form, Uburyo indicates that data validation

period starts. Therefore, students must present their official documents that verify all
information introduced is true. Although during last period appeared problems about the
obligatory facet of some fields, that were not filled up, they were informed that they must
present these important data to university administratives during this period, for example
National Identification Number.

This period was particularly quiet and uneventful as it is a simple process in which
is only necessary to check with the students that the data they have entered are correct.
Therefore, we took the chance to train administratives in this role task. Only one important
experiences is indicated:

• The importance of remembering to students that they must go to confirm their
data with necessary documentation to substantiate the information entered. This
importance is relative whether Uburyo administratives are the secretary of the
university because they have access to enrollment data that are also data to con-
firm.
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2.4.1.3. Student Applications Evaluation Period.
Once all student applications were validated, assuring every data was right, and once

the announcement passed to evaluation period, it was time to compose the evaluation
commission. At this time, evaluation commission was formed by Susana Muñoz Hernan-
dez and it was like shows table 2.1. Readers may notice that this commission is mixed, it
means members working into and outside the university where Uburyo is been deployed
and members from university country and foreign too.

After commission was composed and also trained, the evaluation stage began. During
this period and due to users tool management, software bugs, modifications and new
features appeared. Next important experiences are indicated:

• Evaluation Range: Due to an evaluation is the assignation of two weights, fol-
lowing two different criteria: Economical and Academical, and as higher is the
assigned weight as much possibilities that student has for getting the money,
commission members did not know which was the maximum weight. The ap-
plication do not put any constrain for this case, thus commission members could
assign any positive weight even if it is too high, but we realized that commission
members tend to use the weights from 1 to the number of student applications
the announcement has. Then and in case of getting many applications it was
complicated for them to count all of these. Consequently, a new indicator was
include in the Evaluation List interface: Number of Applications (See Figure
9.3).

• Even Evaluations: As is explained before, during the evaluation period at UNG,
we realized that commission members tend to use weights from 1 to the number
of student applications the announcement has, and without repeating weights.
Due to this was a natural behavior of almost all the members, it was imple-
mented a new parameter (See section 10.8) for choosing if the system allows
even evaluations or not.

• Automatic Evaluations: Uburyo software allows to use float evaluation weights
but we realized also that the natural behavior of commission members is to eval-
uate using integer and correlative weights. Thus, it was also implemented a new
parameter (See section 10.8) to force users to choose a weight from a list from 1
to the number of student applications the announcement has.

• Editable Application Form: The student application form is one of the most im-
portant forms in the application. It collects all the student important data for
a later validation and evaluation. Commission members will assign to weights
(Economical and academical) to each application studying this student data. As
readers may notice this collected data could change easily from one announce-
ment to another but also will change depending on the institution where Uburyo
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is being using. An editable application form was registered as a future feature
after performing the UNG evaluation period (See section 2.5.3).

• Point to Point Synchronization: As readers know Uburyo will be usually in-
stalled in under-develop countries where Internet connection will be usually slow
and irregular. Due to evaluation commission will be composed by members
working in the same place where Uburyo will be installed but also abroad, it
must be accessible and usable from outside the country where Uburyo will be
used. UNG experiences have tough us that we cannot assure always an usable
connection from the foreign country (where commission member is) to the local
one (where Uburyo is installed). Therefore, we need to create a mechanism in
order to assure always this usability. The idea is to install Uburyo both in foreign
and local country and implements a synchronization mechanism between both
(See section 2.5.3).

2.4.1.4. Quantities Assignation Period.
When the evaluation period finish the announcement passes to a stage where com-

mission members discuss about how to share out the budget. In UNG and at this time
the idea was to create new nine identical loans in order to pay the all student registration
fees. Thus, any discussion was performed but after closing the assignation period and
new loaners appeared the following software bugs, modifications and new features came
up:

• Loaners contract: Uburyo process sustainability is based in some important fac-
tors. One of them is a commitment done by loaners. They assure to give the
loaned money back before getting their diplomas. But this is just a verbal com-
mitment and if loaners left their studies loaned money would be lost. Therefore,
when a loan is created we are assuming a risk and in order to reduce it a formal
and written contract is signed by loaners and university: Loaners committing
they will give loaned money back before getting their diplomas and university
committing that students will not have to pay that registration fees. This contract
could be read in chapter 13.

• Email group sender: As readers already know Uburyo software is sending some
notification emails. These emails are sent automatically when some events are
performed in the system. The idea is to use this technology and create a new
interface where system administrators could write and send an email to some
Uburyo users group: Applicators, Administratives, Commission Members or
Administrators. This new feature appeared when it was necessary to arrange
a meeting with new loaners for signing the loaners contract.

• Loaners training: Before Uburyo deployment just three different trainings were
planned: Administrative, Commission Member and Administrator trainings. Once
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loans were created we realized that a small training about how to use the employ-
ment bureau and check the debt state was necessary for loaners.

• Loaners password remembering: Due to Uburyo software is not used everyday
and it is used sometimes because process nature is necessary to implement a
mechanism for remembering user passwords (See section 2.5.3). In our case and
because students choose a login and password during application, they did not
remember it when they became loaners. It is usual that few months go by from
application to assignation periods.

2.4.2. Jobs Generation.
As it was described before there are some key points to assure process sustainability.

In the last section we explained that loaners giving back commitment is very important to
get financial feedback. But this is not just a students effort. Uburyo process must give to
student eases for giving back loaned money. These eases are jobs performed by students
for returning the loaned quantity. Therefore, is very important to involve in the process
all the university staff in order to increase job generation: Without jobs this process is not
sustainable.

Jobs generation is a stage that is being executed at any time and concurrently with the
loans assignations process periods (Collection, Validation, Evaluation and Assignation),
but during UNG Uburyo deployment this stage was started since all loans were assigned
and it will not be stopped never. From this first job generation effort we concluded the
following experiences:

• System administrator role division: Every process needs some person who man-
ages its execution, controls that everything is being well executed and performs
some tasks in order to go ahead with the process. In Uburyo is almost every-
thing managed using Uburyo software but there also are some tasks that must be
performed directly in the place and they could not be managed via software, for
example a job generation effort.
On the other hand and, due to the importance of the software in Uburyo pro-
cesses, is necessary to have some person who maintains and supports technically
it. As readers may notice we could divide system administrator tasks into two
different groups: Methodological tasks related with the process and Technical
tasks related with software support. Thus, first administrator role was split in
two different roles: Process Local Manager and Technical Administrator. Both
could have administrator user in the software, depending on who was perform-
ing each role and how much trust we have in them. But in most of the cases
Process Local Manager must be some university employer we trusted and he
will have software administrator access and Technical Administrator could be
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some student who got a loan without software administrator access. This is the
configuration at UNG.

• Research and Development department involvement: Almost every university
has at least one person managing institution development. This is managing
some budget, even if it is small, in order to create new services that increase the
university value. As it was explained at the beginning of this section job genera-
tion effort is something definitive in order to get success. Number of jobs gener-
ated each year must be almost equivalent or higher than loans created per year.
Jobs generation is a difficult task, specially during Uburyo deployment. Jobs are
created mainly by university staff and, if Uburyo is not totally integrated with the
other university processes, generate a job is a very difficult task. Thus, it has been
proved that integrate Uburyo in research and development university department
is a very powerful strategy. This department is dedicated mainly to create new
university services and usually this services are accompanied of tasks that must
be performed by someone. Offering Uburyo to research and development uni-
versity department is to get benefits to both this department and Uburyo. This
department gets free employers and reduces costs when creates new services and
Uburyo gets an important jobs source. UNG does not have research and devel-
opment department but it has a volunteer called Andrea Carolina Hidalgo-Garcia
responsible of create new development projects. Six of nine created jobs were
proposed by her.

• New job data: As a result of defining real jobs at UNG, essential new data ap-
peared and it was impossible to store it due to initial job entity definition (See Job
entity in Entity-Relationship database diagram included in volume I [MAR10]).
Following new fields showed up:

– Comments: Information as what the student should do if he is interested in
the job did not have place to be stored before. Now, any additional informa-
tion that creators need to indicate could be stored in this field.

– Saves: Due to possible job’s nature described in the SRS (Included in vol-
ume I [MAR10]) and in order to count better money movements this field
was create for storing how much money the university is saving due to stu-
dent job performance. Economical implications of fields Job value, profits
and saves are explained in section 2.5.4.

– Rejector: As well as rejection reasons when some job is rejected, is inter-
esting to save also which commission member rejected that job. Before this
field was created it was impossible to know who rejected any job.

• Administrator Job Panel: Every Uburyo system administrator has an interface
where he may manage some job’s aspects. He may check job’s details, delete
jobs, approve pending or rejected jobs and force to pending rejected or approved
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jobs. Before UNG deployment this interface just allow administrators to check
job details and delete them. Then, it was suppose that when some job was regis-
tered and it passed its supervision period, it automatically was approved by the
system and included in the employment bureau. Moreover, if it was rejected it
would maintain that state permanently.
During UNG deployment we realized some things: We cannot assume server
date and time were well configured. Moreover, commission is composed by
more than one member therefore one commission member could reject some job
but if the others do not agree with that rejection, jobs should pass again to su-
pervision period (Job’s pending state) or even being included in the employment
bureau.
Last assumptions give rise to implement a mechanism for forcing jobs in pend-
ing, approved or rejected states to pending or approved states. Thus, we do not
need date and time parameters to pass jobs to approved state because this action
could be executed manually forcing this job’s state, and we may give back to
supervision period a rejected job and even include it directly in the employment
bureau.

• Massive Jobs registration: It is common that appear jobs where more than one
students are necessary (See section 2.5.1). During UNG deployment Uburyo
software just allow to assign one job to one student. Therefore, if for example
appears a job where three student are necessary, university administratives must
register that job three times. This means to introduce its data three times. Thus,
is a good idea to implement a mechanism to register the same job more than one
time entering its data just one time (See section 2.5.3).

2.5. Local Sustainability

2.5.1. Uburyo Process Status after Deployment.
During the academic year 2009-2010 TEDECO introduced a Sustainable System of

Loans in the University of Ngozi, Burundi. This process allowed UNG to pay the registra-
tion fees (243$) of nine computer science students chosen among twenty eight students.

Since the main idea of this process is to expect that these chosen students pay back
their loans, doing the judged equivalent work or in cash and before getting their diplomas,
it was performed a job generating effort for giving students this chance.

At the date of this document, all the loaners are working and, therefore, paying back
their loans. Performed jobs are the following (See Chapter 12 for more details):

• Uburyo Assistant, Gérard Manirakiza: He is performing software documentation
tasks as well as bugs solution.
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• Library Assistant, Parfaite Uwimpaye: She is going to complete the electronic
library catalog.

• Infrastructure Projects Assistant, Jean Damascene Murangwabugabo: He is re-
searching and summarizing information about possible partners.

• Data Registration Supervisors, Prudence Nyandwi, J. Claude Bavugiruhoze, Don-
ald Ntwari Mahoro and J. Paul Ndayisenga: They are supervising a data regis-
tration process for a soft commodities distribution company, Webcor [WEB10].

• Data Registers, Josette Muhimpundu and Bernard Rukazamihigo:They are par-
ticipating in the Webcor data registration process.

Nowadays, loaners are suppose to pay back the whole amount of their debts by doing
the jobs described before.

Due to nature of jobs we can divide them into three different groups:

• Added value jobs: That jobs which do not generate direct incomes to the univer-
sity but create new services for it. For example, library assistant job generates an
electronic catalog.

• Saving jobs: When university needs to hire some new employer in order to per-
form some action but it takes a loaner, it is saving money. Actually there is any
created job like this but, for example, could be an accountancy assistant.

• Direct benefit jobs: Loaners perform some work that is generating direct incomes
to the university like, for example, Webcor employers.

Because right now, we have three added value jobs and six jobs which generate direct
incomes, it is clear that Uburyo account has 1458$ (243$ * 6). That is, six new loans for
the next announcement.

In the other way, the ideal situation is that the university would pay the non-direct
income jobs.

Apollinaire Bangayimbaga (UNG Rector) is undertaking to use these 1458$ (Direct
profits) for giving six new loans in the next announcement and also include not the whole
amount for the other three jobs but some money for helping some student more (Quantity
not defined yet).

If Apollinaire Bangayimbaga (UNG Rector) is using that 1458$ (Direct profits) ex-
plained in the last section for the next loans, Solidaridanza [SOL10] is undertaking to
participate economically in order to get some loans more (Quantity not defined yet).

2.5.2. Bugs Fixing.
Usually, and even before a first alpha software version is got, a bug tracking system

must be established in order to register every new appeared bug and track it till its life
end. In our case, we adopted the bug tracking system Mantis [MAN10] once first Uburyo
version was installed at UNG. This system is hosted in SourceForge.net [TED10c].
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FIGURE 2.10. Uburyo bugs life cycle

Mantis allows users to register bugs and, as well as other things, to assign to these
bugs a status. This bug status will be changing depending on bug evolution. Mantis allows
project administrators to define their bugs life cycle offering the following bug statuses:
New, Feedback, Acknowledged, Confirmed, Assigned, Resolved, Closed. Figure 2.10
shows a diagram explaining Uburyo bug life cycle.

As well as defining workflow transitions among statuses, Mantis allows to create users
with different access levels: Viewer, Reporter, Updater, Developer, Manager and Admin-
istrator. Uburyo project is using the following users with the following tasks:

• Viewers/Reporters: Uburyo project in Mantis is configure as public. This means
that everybody could access to mantis, check all bugs and even report new ap-
peared bugs. Otherwise if users do not login in Mantis they could not change the
status of these bugs. When viewers and reporters register new bugs in Mantis,
these bugs will be in new status till any administrator accept them and pass them
to acknowledged status.

• Developers: Administrators, for Uburyo project in Mantis, once bugs are in ac-
knowledged status may assign these bugs to developers. Developers, because
they have rights to commit in Uburyo CVS, solve that assigned bugs and when
they get the solution they change the status of these bugs to closed. If they do
not understand any bug definition they could change this bug status to feedback.
Thus, bug reporter will have to complete or clarify its definition and when it
happens, administrators will pass this bug status to acknowledge again.

• Administrators: As well as configure the system Mantis for adapting it to Uburyo
needs, they accept reported bugs and assign them to developers. When they as-
sign any bug to any developer, they could define which developer or even ad-
ministrator will monitor this bug evolution. Moreover, if any reported bug is not
clear or complete they could pass this bug status to feedback till this bug defini-
tion will be more clear or complete.
When bugs are closed by developers, administrators must check if reached solu-
tion is correct, in that case this bug resolution will be fixed (See below) otherwise
this bug will be reopened passing to feedback status. In this status, notes will be
appended to this bug, explaining why reached solution is not correct. After that,
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and when everything is clear this bug will be accepted again passing to acknowl-
edged status and then to assigned when a developer will be chosen to solve it.

Moreover, Mantis allows project administrators to define categories in order to clas-
sify every bug. For Uburyo the following categories were created:

• Non logged user
• Student
• Administrative
• Commission Member
• Administrator
• System

Depending on where is located the issue, bugs will be classified in one or another
category.

As well as classifying issues in a category, reporters must define a priority and severity
for each bug. Severity is an issue property, answering the question "when the problem
occurs, how bad are the effects?" specified by the reporter that created the issue, but may
be changed later. Possible values are:

• Feature: Some functionality is not working as it was planned and designed or
even new features.

• Trivial: Interface error as some color, location, size, etc.
• Text: Some literal is incorrect.
• Tweak: Something that is working but it would be better in another way. It is

similar to an improvement.
• Minor: Some issue that must be solved but the application is able to work well

even if it is not solved.
• Major: Some issue that does not crash the application but makes difficult to exe-

cute in a good way the application supported process. For example, some missed
information that cannot be checked. However process is completely supported
by the application.

• Crash: Product crashes.
• Block: Application does not allow to execute in a good way the whole supported

process.

Priority is an issue property, giving the importance of addressing the issue. Specified
by the reporter that created the issue, but may be changed later. Possible values are:

• None
• Low
• Normal
• High
• Urgent
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TABLE 2.3. Appeared Uburyo Bugs: Metadata

Id Reporter Assigned To Priority Severity Date
Submitted

Status Resolution

0000042 Maxramirez84 low minor 2010-06-28 acknowledged open
0000036 Maxramirez84 low minor 2010-05-25 acknowledged open
0000032 Maxramirez84 high feature 2010-05-14 acknowledged open
0000031 Maxramirez84 normal feature 2010-05-14 acknowledged open
0000030 Maxramirez84 low text 2010-05-14 acknowledged open
0000028 Maxramirez84 low tweak 2010-04-29 acknowledged open
0000026 Maxramirez84 low minor 2010-04-29 acknowledged open
0000021 edumls normal minor 2010-04-28 acknowledged open
0000022 edumls normal text 2010-04-28 acknowledged open
0000023 edumls normal minor 2010-04-28 acknowledged open
0000014 Maxramirez84 low minor 2010-04-08 acknowledged open
0000012 Maxramirez84 high feature 2010-04-01 acknowledged open
0000011 Maxramirez84 normal text 2010-04-01 acknowledged open
0000010 Maxramirez84 normal text 2010-04-01 acknowledged open
0000004 Maxramirez84 urgent crash 2010-04-01 acknowledged open
0000002 Maxramirez84 low text 2010-04-01 acknowledged open
0000037 Maxramirez84 edumls immediate text 2010-06-17 assigned open
0000038 Maxramirez84 edumls immediate crash 2010-06-17 assigned open
0000041 Maxramirez84 Maxramirez84 immediate crash 2010-06-17 assigned open
0000040 Maxramirez84 Maxramirez84 immediate minor 2010-06-17 assigned open
0000015 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 high major 2010-04-20 assigned open
0000006 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 low text 2010-04-01 closed fixed
0000007 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 low text 2010-04-01 closed fixed
0000005 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 low text 2010-04-01 closed fixed
0000009 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 normal minor 2010-04-01 closed fixed
0000016 edumls gmanirakiza10 normal text 2010-04-27 closed fixed
0000020 edumls gmanirakiza10 normal text 2010-04-28 closed fixed
0000024 edumls gmanirakiza10 normal text 2010-04-28 closed fixed
0000001 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 low text 2010-03-09 closed fixed
0000029 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 normal tweak 2010-04-29 closed fixed
0000027 edumls gmanirakiza10 normal text 2010-04-29 closed fixed
0000013 Maxramirez84 low text 2010-04-01 closed fixed
0000025 edumls gmanirakiza10 normal minor 2010-04-28 closed fixed
0000033 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 urgent block 2010-05-14 closed fixed
0000039 Maxramirez84 edumls immediate text 2010-06-17 closed fixed
0000035 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 normal text 2010-05-20 closed fixed
0000034 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 normal major 2010-05-18 closed fixed
0000018 edumls gmanirakiza10 normal text 2010-04-28 closed fixed
0000019 edumls gmanirakiza10 normal feature 2010-04-28 closed open
0000003 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 normal text 2010-04-01 closed open
0000017 Maxramirez84 normal tweak 2010-04-27 closed fixed
0000008 Maxramirez84 gmanirakiza10 normal tweak 2010-04-01 closed fixed
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FIGURE 2.11. Bugs Summary by Status

FIGURE 2.12. Bugs Summary by Severity

• Immediate

Resolution is an issue property, set by the developer when reviewing the issue or even
by administrators. It gives how the issue was fixed, or if not fixed describes why. Note that
here, to "fix" a defect issue means repair it, but to "fix" a feature request means implement
it. Possible values are:

• Open: Developers are still working on this bug, it was not assigned yet or even
it was not accepted.

• Fixed: Developers implemented a solution for this bug.
• Reopened: Administrators or developers too consider that this bug solution is

not correct.
• Unable to reproduce: Developers are not able to find this bug because they cannot

reproduce it.
• Not fixable: This bug has not a possible solution.
• Duplicate: This bug is already specified in another issue.
• No change required: This bug is not occurring any more or it does not need any

code modification.
• Suspended: For the moment this bug will not be solved but it may be reevaluated

later.
• Will not fix: This bug will not be fixed never for any reason.

Finally, one of the best ways to know how a software is evolving and developing is to
check how the bug fixing process is being performed. Mantis allows also to administrators
and other users to generate some reports in order to be conscious about the bug fixing
process state.
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TABLE 2.4. Appeared Uburyo Bugs: Definitions

Id Summary Category
0000042 Lost Commission Member Information Administrator
0000036 Calendars hiding function System
0000032 Email alert for Rejected Job Commission Member
0000031 Unknown functionality for Commission_Member_View Administrator
0000030 Student Application interface Non logged User
0000028 POST and GET methods methodology System
0000026 Abstract class View System
0000021 Add a print button to Local Resolution screen Administrative
0000022 prepare calendar to be traduced and traduce it System
0000023 web content for students without loans Student
0000014 Forms memory System
0000012 Data loader for the static table email System
0000011 Home bar location is wrong Non logged User
0000010 New job email style System
0000004 Missed data checking in quantity assignation interface Administrator
0000002 Calendars location depending on screen size Non logged User
0000037 Erase UNG evidences System
0000038 Alert confirmations in announcement closing periods Administrator
0000041 Obligatory Audit Administrator
0000040 Include a groups email sender Administrator
0000015 Unknown job rejector Commission Member
0000006 Style in job stored screen Administrative
0000007 Style in uploaded file screen Administrative
0000005 Style in ended announcement screen Administrator
0000009 New Feature: Need for a new input text in job registration - comments Administrative
0000016 Modify the representation of announcement’s status System
0000020 Modify the text box in the reject job screen Commission Member
0000024 Change the text of a button Administrative
0000001 Wrong initial field value in Application Form Non logged User
0000029 Inclusion of js_validators file System
0000027 Change the font family of the GUI System
0000013 Web Site character codification System
0000025 Introduce a new field in the job description System
0000033 Applicators cannot apply again with their users and passwords Student
0000039 Job’s state non-approved to pending System
0000035 Administrators do not know the rejection reasons Administrator
0000034 Administrators do not know which applicators are assigned to jobs Administrator
0000018 recommendation for the announcement’s name Administrator
0000019 New important information in the application System
0000003 Currency ,00$ instead of 0,00$ Non logged User
0000017 Loading interface when the server is sending emails System
0000008 Job title input text too small Administrative
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FIGURE 2.13. Bugs Summary by Category

Figure 2.11 shows the number of bugs added by status and classified by resolution:
Opened, when developers have not finished yet their reparation; Resolved, when develop-
ers have fixed these bugs but they are not still closed; and Closed when some administrator
considers that developers do not need to work any more in these bugs.

Figure 2.12 describes also the number of bugs but this time added by severity and
classified by resolution too.

And figure 2.13 indicated the number of bugs added by different categories, explained
before, and also classified by resolution. All these data is collected at the date of this
document. More reports and also with current data could be checked at Mantis for Uburyo
in SourceForge.net [TED10c].

2.5.3. New Requirements and Future Features.
2.5.3.1. Editable Application Form.
Actually, Student Application Form is a set of data provided by students. Uburyo

is asking always the same student data. These data have been elicited from UNG and
Burundian Academic System needs. It is obvious that these data will change easily if
Uburyo is used in another country, if it is used in another kind of academic institution in
Burundi or even if it is used for another kind of announcements inside the UNG. From
this description arise the following new requirements:

Req(60) There must be a default student application form. This will be composed
by the set of data elicited during the requirements analysis (See Volume I
[MAR10] for requirements description).

Req(61) System administrators could define new student application forms creating
individually all fields contained in them.

Req(62) System administrators will indicate, for each field contained in the created
application forms, the following details:
• Name: How is called the piece of information we need to collect.
• Type: Piece of information nature.

– Text
– Email
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– Integer
– Float
– Options (In this case will be necessary to indicate all the possible

options)
– Date
– Year
– Money

• Default Value: Initial field value, it could be null.
• Read Only: If the field is read only or not.

Req(63) System administrators must assign the default application form or another
already created when they create a new announcement.

Req(64) Every student will fill up the application form assigned to the announcement
the student is applying.

2.5.3.2. Password Remembering.
At the date of this document Uburyo users must remember obligatory their passwords.

If some of them forget it he must contact with any system administrator in order to reestab-
lish his password. From this description arises the following requirement:

Req(65) Every user could order the system to send an email with his password. For
doing this, users must indicate their emails and these emails must be the same
as the emails used during their registrations.

2.5.3.3. Massive Jobs Registration.
Is very common that appeared jobs need more than one student to perform them. At

the date of this document university administratives must register these kind of jobs as
many times as students are needed. This is because one job can be assigned just to one
student. From this description arise the following requirements:

Req(66) A new field will be created in jobs creation form (Administratives profile) for
indicating how many vacancies the new job offers.

Req(67) The system will create as many jobs as university administrative indicates
during the job registration. These jobs will have exactly the same details but
different job code.

2.5.3.4. News Table.
There are certain kind of system events that would be very interesting to notify them

to the users. For example, when some new announcement is created would be interesting
to notify it to possible future applicators. Or, when a new list of loaner is ready would be
also interesting to notify it. From this description arise the following requirements:

Req(68) Uburyo home interface will include an area, a news table, where will appear
automatically some defined events as announcement creation, loans resolu-
tions, new jobs, etc.
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FIGURE 2.14. Programmable Evaluation Function

Req(69) System administrators will select which actions will be notified automatically
inside the news table.

Req(70) System administrators and university administratives could write particular
messages inside the news table.

2.5.3.5. Point to Point Synchronization.
Because Internet connection speed is usually too slow and unstable in under-develop

countries, foreign commission members who need to enter the application have a re-
stricted, very slow and sometimes impossible access. In order to solve these issues the
idea is to install Uburyo in more than one machine: Inside the university local area net-
work and in another machine close to foreign commission members. Then let’s implement
a mechanism for synchronizing both systems. From this description arise the following
requirements:

Req(71) System administrators could configure the system for working together with
another Uburyo installation indicating foreign host name or IP address, for-
eign database user and password.

Req(72) The system, once is configured for working together with another Uburyo
installation, will be able to synchronize and merge differences from both
databases. This function will be executed manually by system administra-
tors.

Req(73) System administrators could configure the system for executing automati-
cally synchronizations and difference merging each defined time interval.

2.5.3.6. Programmable Evaluation Function.
When system administrators create a new announcement they may define, as figure

2.14 shows, a field called Function.
At the date of this document this field does not have any functionality and the software

is just saving the introduced value in the database but not using it for any process. Default
used function for calculating the global student weight is WG(s)=

∑
n
i=1 WA(s,i)∗0.5+∑

n
i=1 WE(s,i)∗0.5

n .
This function adds every commission member academic evaluation and every commission
member economic evaluation and divides this addition by two (Academic and Economic)
plus the number of members the commission has. In most of the cases this will be the
logical way to calculate each individual student global weight but perhaps in some cases
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would be more interesting to give more importance to the academical evaluations than the
economical. From this description arises the following requirement:

Req(74) System administrators could define, when they are creating a new announce-
ment, the importance of economical and academical evaluations when global
student weights are calculated. This importance will be described in percent-
age: Economical importance and Academical importance and the addition of
both must be 100%.

2.5.3.7. Logs in a File.
At the date of this document Uburyo logs just the defined events executed by all the

system users (Figures 10.18 and 10.19). Uburyo logs these executed events in a database
table called audit (See Volume I [MAR10] for an Entity-Relationship database diagram).

Moreover, web applications usually have an application log which records information
about activities in application instances. This log is used primarily for debugging (logging
uncommon events that occur in an application instance). At the date of this document
Uburyo does not have implemented any mechanism for registering this kind of logs. From
these two descriptions arise the following new requirements:

Req(75) The system will give the possibility to register the auditing logs in a file in-
stead of a database table. System administrators will configure the system to
register this kind of logs in the database or in a file.

Req(76) The system will have implemented a mechanism for registering, in a file, un-
common events during the execution of application instances (Application
logs). This application logs will be classified in one of the following cate-
gories: Warning, Error, Information, Debug, Trace from server-side script or
Unknown.

2.5.4. Economical Implications.
As readers already know Uburyo has a direct impact in the university economy. Uburyo

is requiring initial money injection but is also generating profits. Rarely, money injection
will be equal to generated profits (at least, at the beginning) and it will be necessary to
establish some advices in order to assure process sustainability.

In this section will be shown some common scenarios depending on three job vari-
ables:

• Job Value: It is how much money will be decreased to the student debt after
finishing the job.

• Job Profits: It is how much money university is earning due to student job per-
formance.

• Job Saves: It is how much money university is saving due to student job perfor-
mance.
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TABLE 2.5. Job’s Scenario 1: Added Value Job

Job’s Nature Added Value Job
Variables Value = Profits and Saves = 0

Description Task developed by applicator or applicators that is a
new service that university is offering to their
students without charge any cash. However,

university must count this job performance because it
is increasing its value and, consequently, it will get
more students and profits. This added value will be

counted as money university is using for creating this
new service. This money will be the same university

is reducing to applicator or applicators debt.
Example The university creates a new and free photocopy

room where students could make copies of their
documents. It needs a new employer for supporting

this new service and, instead of hiring a new
employer, it uses an applicator. Thus, university is

creating a new free service without getting new
incomes but increasing its quality.

University
Commitments

50% of Profits

TABLE 2.6. Job’s Scenario 2: Saver Job

Job’s Nature Saver Job
Variables Value = Saves and Profits = 0

Description Applicator or applicators are developing a task for
which university planned to hire some external

employer or employers. University counted how
much money it had to spend for hiring and a quantity
lower or equal to it will be reduced to applicator or

applicators debt.
Example University needs to paint a wall. Instead of hiring a

painter, it takes an applicator for doing this task.
Thus, university is saving the money that would have

to pay to the professional painter.
University

Commitments
80% of Saves
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TABLE 2.7. Job’s Scenario 3: Profits Generator Job

Job’s Nature Profits Generator Job
Variables Value < Profits and Saves = 0

Description Applicator or applicators are performing some task
that is generating cash incomes. A quantity usually

smaller than incomes will be reduced to applicator or
applicators debt. Therefore, university is earning

money with these kind of jobs.
Example University arranges a new course for a concrete

company. Every company employer must pay 20$ as
registration fees. 15 employers are registered so 300$

is what the university is earning due to the course.
Rather than hiring a new teacher for the course, the
university is using an applicator. Applicator’s debt

will be reduced 200$ after the course. Thus, the
university is earning 100$ as real profits.

University
Commitments

Value + 50% of (Profits - Value)

For example, a university wants to create a new support service, during one year, for
the computer laboratory. It uses an applicator instead of hiring a new employer. Job Value
will be 250$ because it was the registration fee that the university paid for the student. Job
Profits will be 250$ because the quality or value of the university is being increased in a
250$ new service. Job Saves will be 0$ because the university is not saving money,it is a
new service and it is free. This is an Added value job. For more examples see chapter 12.

Job’s nature (Jobs that increase university value, jobs that save money to the univer-
sity and jobs that generate incomes to the university. See volume I [MAR10] for more
information about Uburyo Jobs) will define some constrains in these three variables. De-
pending on these variables universities must inject more or less money.

Therefore, in this section, we are giving the advice about how much money universi-
ties must inject in the process to assure sustainability (University Commitments), depend-
ing on generated jobs. Obviously, the authors of this project are not economist and these
commitments are just a first version of what could finally be. They have to be studied and
tested by someone related with economist field.

Tables 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 are describing some of the possible situations for new
appeared jobs.

2.5.5. Deployment Commitments and Conclusions.
Uburyo deployment phase has been an important part of this project and this is be-

cause we could collect many experiences described in this chapter. One of the most im-
portant stages in cooperation projects is deployment. Deployment will influence directly
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TABLE 2.8. Job’s Scenario 4: Added Value and Saver Job

Job’s Nature Added Value and Saver Job
Variables Value = Profits+Saves

Description In these kind of jobs applicator or applicators carry
out tasks that did not exist before and task planned
for some hired external employer. Thus, these kind

of jobs are improving new services as well as
covering planned task. Quantity of money dedicated
to pay hired employers added to new service value,
will usually be the quantity reduced to applicator or

applicators debt.
Example University, right now, has a service for helping and

guiding students to do their applications. This
service is only working during the mornings. Then,
the university wants to extend this service during the
afternoon too. It wants to improve the quality of one
existing service. Rather than hiring a new employer
for the afternoons it takes an applicator. Like this the

university is saving what it has to pay to the new
employer and is improving one of its services.

University
Commitments

50% of Profits + 80% of Saves

TABLE 2.9. Job’s Scenario 5: Saver and Profit Generator Job

Job’s Nature Saver and Profit Generator Job
Variables Saves = Value+Profits

Description University planned to hire some external employers
for doing a specific task. Instead of doing that it
takes some applicators in order to perform that
specific task. But, in this case, university do not

reduce the whole hiring quantity to applicators debt.
Thus, university is generating new incomes. This
remaining money is counted in profits variable.

Example University needs to create a new web page. This
service is valued in 500$. Rather than give this work
to an external company it takes an applicator. When
the applicator finish the new web page, university

reduces his debt 350$. Therefore, that 150$
remaining are counted as profits.

University
Commitments

Profits + 80% of Value
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in project sustainability and it will determine if projects will continue working when for-
eign help is over. This is because we have tried to give importance to this chapter and this
is because this section attempts to summarize all the experiences described above giving
needs commitments and conclusions in order to get sustainability.

Summarizing, Uburyo deployment phase has been performed following the next steps:

(1) Software Installation
(2) Software Configuration and Parametrization
(3) Data Backups
(4) Local implicated agents Selection
(5) Pre-production environment set up
(6) Training sessions
(7) Uburyo process beginnings

(a) Loans generation
(b) Jobs generation

From these steps we got some conclusions that is important to bear in mind for future
Uburyo deployments:

• Bug tracking system: Assuming that every software has and will have always
bugs, is important to establish an action method for facing up software issues.
This method must be persistent in time and it will be the last link between local
institutions and cooperators. Is very important to transfer bugs solving com-
petence to local agents in order to make the software theirs. At the beginning
bugs solving supervision will be done by cooperators but this competence will
be transferred little by little. From bugs solving process will appear weak and
strong process points, conclusions and also future work lines. Bugs solving re-
ports will be an important indicator for measuring process sustainability.

• Technological local involvement: One of the main problems for getting process
sustainability in cooperation projects is local knowledge. Professional education
in under-developed countries is not as deep, stable and practical as it is in devel-
oped countries. In computer science field is not easy to find people with knowl-
edge enough for supporting deployment cooperation technologies. Thus, one of
the most important things to bear in mind when a software, or another computer
technology is being deploying, in one of this countries, is to get local support
before start to do anything else. In order to break any possible technology de-
pendence is necessary to involve, as much as cooperators may, local people. One
of the most positive things during Uburyo deployment at UNG was technological
local involvement. It was done basing ourselves in sustainability concept. Thus,
an Uburyo job was generated for supporting Uburyo software. After that, a good
selection process was needed in order to choose the best loaner. For doing this
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and, because first Uburyo announcement was directed to third computer science
course, a Web Programming course was arranged to these students. During this
course was selected the student with a loan and also with more web programming
skills. Like this, we are involving local agents and also favoring job generation
process.

• Progressive Training: As is was explained in section 2.3, some of needed train-
ings were performed not just in one session but split in more than one session
when some task had to be executed. We realized during training sessions that
for a whole technological transfer is very positive to explain first of all process
methodology and then explain session by session how to use the software.

• Advertisement among university staff: In order to increase job generation is very
important to advertise what is Uburyo and what are its goals among all the uni-
versity staff. In chapter 13 readers may see the advertisement letter used in UNG.
As much is known Uburyo as many jobs will appear since university staff will
create them.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK LINES

It is early to obtain well-founded conclusions of the project and its performance in a
real situation. But, despite as the time goes by will be got more data, it is possible to offer
some first conclusions at the date of the document.

3.1. ICT and Free Software in Cooperation for Development

The authors of this work were looking for different projects to finish their studies of
Computer Science. Finally, they decided to merge two different realities that are not very
common in their area: Cooperation for Development and Free Software.

In the last decade there has been a large increase in the presence of ICT in develop-
ment projects. In most cases this presence is just necessary tools to complete the project:
from radio stations to informative websites, going through some more creative and com-
plex uses as Hispanic-American Health Link[EHA08] (EHAS for its Spanish abbreviation
Enlace Hispano-Americano de Salud). This project uses different ICT to improve health
care processes.

In addition to this increase, the number of cooperation projects whose main objective
is closer to the field of ICT than another field is increasing, being not longer just tools to be
something else. In these projects, technology is not as important as contents or services.
In this line appear projects like Digital Doorways[Mer10] which aim is to provide people
in rural and disadvantaged areas with freely accessible computer equipment and open
source software, enabling them to experiment and learn without formal training and with
minimal external input. Other project of this kind is the Ushahidi Platform[Ush10] that
allows anyone to gather distributed data via SMS, email or web and visualize it on a map
or timeline. Their goal is to create the simplest way of aggregating information from the
public for use in crisis response.

But during the last years, in Cooperation for Development projects environments, is
very frequent to find Information and Communication Technologies understood as tools to
strengthen projects. Many people and organizations tend to refuse pure ICT cooperation
projects, arguing that is not a basic need. And inside ICT projects, software-based projects
are the last in priority.

The authors of this work think that pure ICT projects are also a good chance because
we live in a globalized world, where information and knowledge have more importance
each day, and developing countries could use it in order to develop themselves.
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In the other side is the development of a free software project. There are many impor-
tant and special characteristics that surround a Free Software project and converts it in a
special project: use of tools for cooperation development, what kind of license choose, a
documented code and a very clear English documentation for the following developers,
etc.

Inside this two realities we have some positive experiences and other negatives. Here
are exposed the positive experiences:

• Thanks to Free Software and its working philosophy any person can be incorpo-
rated to any phase of the development easily. The best example is Gerard MANI-
RAKIZA, a student with an Uburyo loan that performs an Uburyo job consisting
in doing local support of Uburyo software in the last phase of development.

• The use of a software forge as a fundamental development tool. It does the
version control of the software and documents, provides tools for the communi-
cation among developers (forum and bug tracking), to publish the status of the
project (main web, wiki, news...), etc.

• During deployment and from the beginning, software interaction was performed
just by local staff and not by us, of course always with our training and supervi-
sion. This is the best way to do a complete technology transfer.

• The need of create a very simple and easy interface and simplify tasks performed
by different roles, thinking always in people with little or none computer experi-
ence.

As negative conclusions, we have two main points that must be improved during next
experiences:

• Not having a student or local staff integrated as a developer or viewer from the
project beginning. We think that this point would help technology transfer and
also to detect some problems (that now only use can show) like the problem with
the mandatory fields in the application.

• Do more advertising of the project, especially oriented to university staff. It is
very important that university employers know the Uburyo system and how they
can help proposing jobs with which the student can return the loan. In this first
experience we prepared a presentation, some letters and a general guide, but we
think that is not enough, specially in this task (propose jobs) that is essential to
all the process. It is completely necessary to do a human-contact advertisement
effort.

3.2. Experience at the UNG

In this first system deployment at the University of Ngozi we have obtained, nowa-
days, very good results. We got a lot of loan applications and finally, nine students got
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TABLE 3.1. Uburyo Account State

UNG Profits 1249$
UNG Saves 0$

UNG Added Value 486$
To be paid 452 $

TOTAL LOANS 2187$

a loan amounting to the registration fees (243$ per student, a total of 2187$). At the
same time, all these nine students obtained different jobs to reduce their debts. It must be
told that an external company proposed some of these jobs. Therefore, we got the more
complex kind of jobs at first Uburyo announcement, which will allow the system to reach
sustainability faster.

Specifically, six of the nine jobs proposed to date are from this external company
and allow direct entry of money to the bag of loans (UNG Profits row in the Table 3.1).
Because these jobs pay for worked hours and not all the students give the same number of
hours, not all the students earn enough money to cancel their debts (To be paid row). The
other three jobs give to he University an Added Value but do not save money to it (UNG
Saves and UNG Added Value rows). One of these three students do not finish yet her job
and the quantity was added to the To be paid row.

If we define, as a simple index of sustainability, the percentage of money returned,
we can see that this first experience has a fairly high sustainability index (79,3%). Is
important to emphasize that the experience has not yet been terminated, so this percentage
may increase or decrease, but anyway, it is a very high percentage for the first year.

Students with loans expressed their happiness with the given opportunity and jobs
they are doing to return the loan. They are showing that they will be great professionals
in future jobs and they are getting an important professional experience before finishing
their studies. This is not a common practice in developing countries.

This professional experience is specially important for female students, that before
finishing their studies, they are doing jobs traditionally reserved for men. Is a very little
step to fight against sex roles prejudices and female students are very proud.

Other good sense from Ngozi is that the company that propose the most of the jobs
are thinking about hiring some of the students that have worked with it. It is a very good
consequence that exceed the objectives of the project.

The university director and his team are very interesting in the project and how it
evolves along the time. This point added to the complete technology transference assure
that the project will continue. One of the tasks that most worry them is the jobs gener-
ation. The accounting department is the most skeptic, obviously, because it lives in first
person the disaster of other scholarship and loan programs, and because the introduction
of a new process and software is for them an extra effort. It is a task of the educational
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center management encourages their active participation in the project, compensating and
rewarding their effort.

It is important to talk about one special department of the university that has collab-
orated very close with Uburyo: the responsible of generate new services and look for
financing, what we call in developed countries: Research and Development department.
They got the contact with the company that has offered six of the nine jobs done by stu-
dents today.

At the publication date of this report, a second announcement is in progress. In these
new experience the loans are offered to Computer Science and Interpreting/Translation
students, one university faculty more than during the first announcement. A total of 22
loans will be given through the obtained results and the Solidaridanza support.

3.3. Work summary

The present work, as it has been said before, has been developed by the coordinated
effort of two Computer Science students: Máximo Ramirez y Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

This work not only consists of developing source code, but also the compilation of the
characteristics of free software and the requirements necessary for a cooperation project.
Documentation is specially important for its understanding and reuse. The following list
is the project material generated and the implication of each author in their generation.
Both authors have participated in some way in creating the material, but we will indicate
the majority ownership:

• User Requirements Document (just in Spanish): realized through on-site meet-
ings between Maximo Ramirez and Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

• Software Requirements Specification: realized through on-site meetings between
Maximo Ramirez and Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

• Management Requirements Matrix: realized through on-site meetings between
Maximo Ramirez and Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

• Uburyo Data Model: realized through on-site meetings between Maximo Ramirez
and Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

• Data dictionary: realized through on-site meetings between Maximo Ramirez
and Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

• Source code: realized through on-line coordinated efforts of Maximo Ramirez
and Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

• Backup script: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
• Graphic design: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
• Final Report: realized through on-line coordinated efforts of Maximo Ramirez

and Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
• Manuals and Guides
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– Process Description Manual: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
– Student Manual: by Maximo Ramirez.
– Applicator Manual: by Maximo Ramirez.
– Administrative Manual: by Maximo Ramirez.
– Commission Member Manual: by Maximo Ramirez.
– System Administrator Manual: by Maximo Ramirez.
– Installation Guide: by Maximo Ramirez.

• Templates:
– Register job form: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
– Finish job form: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
– Ended job report index: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.

• Created Job Templates report: by Maximo Ramirez.
• Contracts and Commitment letters: by Maximo Ramirez.
• Presentations:

– Uburyo pre-deployment presentation: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
– Uburyo presentation for Solidaridanza: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
– Poster for III International Meeting on ICT for Development Cooperation(just):

by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
• Uburyo project official web:

– current version[RM10a]: by Eduardo Martinez-Larraz.
– new version[RM10b]: by Maximo Ramirez.

3.4. Future work lines

At the end of the project we think that there are some work lines that can be explore
to expand Uburyo project:

• API for external applications: There are some situations where is possible that
we need a communication between Uburyo and other applications. For exam-
ple, when we think that Uburyo manages all about the loans, but do not manage
money. Each educational center can use a different software to manage its count-
ability, and the money from Uburyo must be managed with this tool. But can be
important to merge these two tools (Uburyo and the countability tool). For this
case it is necessary to develop an API that allows the communication between
both. Other example is when we have an enrollment software and we prefer that
Uburyo obtain the student data from this external software. It is a good way to
reduce the time of the student application and better to verify these data.

• Uburyo stored a lot of data about the process that supports. These data can
be converted in useful information, through reports, statistics and graphics. This
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information can be used to perform a serious evaluation of the system or to obtain
new financial partners.

• Other future work its to create a new role for financial partners, to allow them
to see in real time how is working Uburyo. This real-time supervision involves
more financial partners with the project and also concrete students.

• To finish, it could be interesting to find any way, to show possible external com-
panies, jobs that students are doing and how they are doing them for other com-
panies. By this work, more companies could collaborate with the project offering
new jobs for the students.
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Part 2

SECOND PART: APPENDIXES





CHAPTER 5

PROCESS DESCRIPTION MANUAL VER. 1

5.1. What is Uburyo?

Uburyo is a program to manage a Sustainable System of Loans in under-developed
countries to help students to achieve studies. This system consists of paying school-fees
or cash money for the chosen student(s) expecting the money will be paid back by doing
the judged equivalent work or by giving back the real money before getting the diploma.

5.2. Why a new system of loans?

As conclusion of a study about problems of traditional scholarships schemes in de-
veloping countries, TEDECO designed the Sustainable System of Loans to study: a new
scholarships system whose main characteristics make it a particularly suitable system for
developing countries.

One of the first conclusion reached is that the system should be clear. The new system
should prevent all possible forms of corruption, whether the diversion of money spent for
scholarships, such as the undemocratic election of beneficiaries of aids. For that, it may
ensure democratic functioning of the allocation of aids, taking into account needs of all
students who request them. To ensure the democratic functioning, allocation process is
thought to form a commission, with external and internal to the institution members, that
whoever takes the most controversial decisions during the process. Among other tasks,
they will be those who, through a clean, clear and transparent process, say to whom aid is
allocated.

Other main characteristic is the sustainability. All the modern education plans (like
Bologne plan in Europe) are implanting scholarships-loans systems because they only
need to put an initial quantity of money to run the system. But this is the principal problem
of the system in developing countries because students have not got enough money to
return the loan. To do this system sustainable we need to look for new ways to return the
money. At the end of this chapter, we are going to stop a little at this point because it is
important to define the different ways of returning the money that may exist to understand
completely this characteristic.

Added to sustainability this kind of systems create a responsibility sense into the stu-
dents. They are not only the beneficiaries of the system. They are a very important piece
in the system because if they do not undertake to repay the money the system fails. It is
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5.2. Why a new system of loans? Uburyo

very important to promote this responsibility so the new system could have explicit mech-
anisms to achieve it. Some mechanism may be, for example, an information campaign
about the system backed by contracts.

The last main characteristic is that the system will be supported by software. At first
glance may seem a forced conclusion because TEDECO consists mainly of computer
scientist, making good the saying “for a hammer, everything is a nail”. But in this case
is very important the use of software to ensure transparency during the process. If the
system is managed by a program, it is very easy to keep all the movements and actions
during all the processes and who did them. And this kind of watching is a very good way
to fight against corruption.

At this point is the moment to explain the different level and effects that introduce this
new ways in the system. They are summarized in the table 1.1.

At first way the students can return the quantity of the loan with money. Although it
is a way that will be not normally used in a developing country context, was preferred to
keep it if there was one case. All the money will be returned to the bag of money with
which the loans are paid.

At the second way the students do some task for the educational center. For example
the students of computer science can do the maintenance of the computers, any student
can help at the library or paint a wall. There are concrete works for each educational
center that add value to the institution at the same time that allow save some money (that
may to reintroduce in the system). With this added value the educational center gains
prestige because has more services and better installations, what will become in more
students in future. At this point it is very difficult that all the money can be recover, but
the global institution is strengthen with more students. Note that the money discount to
the students by the institution may be equal to or greater than the savings from the job. It
is the way to do not start a situation of exploitation.

The third way starts when the students can be teachers in courses offer by the insti-
tution. In developing countries the educational centers, specially the universities, are the
knowledge and innovation centers of the country. It is very common that this centers or-
ganize some courses for different kind of professionals, and the pupils of this courses pay
for them. In this new model exist the possibility that the students of the educational center
could be teachers in this kind of courses. The institution gain money for the courses and,
while reducing student debt, enter the share of teacher’s salary in the bag of money with
which the loans are paid.

The fourth and last mode for return the money is many common in developed coun-
tries: practices in external companies. Students of the last years, or with the studies
finished but with an outstanding debt, can do some jobs in external companies and the
companies pay to the institution. The payment may be equal to or greater than the savings
from the job. It is the way to do not start a situation of exploitation. While reducing
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FIGURE 5.1. A global vision to Uburyo system

student debt, introduce the money in the bag of money with which the loans are paid.

5.3. Why Uburyo system works?

The objective of this chapter is explain why Uburyo works in general at level of the
different user roles. We do not go into how each user role realize his tasks because each
user role has his own special manual.

Then we can see a diagram that shows the main actors and actions that are carried out
when we use the Uburyo system:

The different actions are the following:

(1) At the first time the students fill up an application (one for each student) in
Uburyo. In this application they introduce in the system some data about theirs,
their family and academically situation. At the end of this step the system have
a set of applications without validation.

(2) After fill up the application, all the students must go meet an administrative (for
example, a worker from secretary) that validate, with the data of documentation
present for the students, that the introduced data are correct. At the end of this
step the system have a set of applications with validation.

(3) At this point the members of the Commission evaluate only the validated appli-
cations, marking all the application in two different aspects: economically and
academically. The economically aspect includes family aspect and other related
to economy. The academically aspect include all the data about previous studies,
marks, etc.
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(4) Uburyo generates an orderly list with the evaluated applications, and assign auto-
matically the quantity of money that they consider (using an specified formula).
There are a period of time for the Commission’s members indicate some changes
in this orderly list, before publish the definitively list

(5) Professors and university workers (cyber, secretary, economy, calculation cen-
ter,...) propose works, filling up a paper form. This paper form is given to the
administrative (see step one), and he introduces this in Uburyo

(6) The Commission’s members have some time to review the new jobs introduced
in the system, and, if it is not correct, they cant reject it. If no commission
member reject a job in a determinate time, it is approved automatically.

(7) The student choose a job from a list of approved jobs and communicate it to
the administrative. They realized the job and Uburyo reduces the quantity corre-
sponding of the debt.

(8) An administrator maintain the Uburyo software.
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CHAPTER 6

STUDENT MANUAL VER. 1

6.1. What is Uburyo System?

Uburyo is a Sustainable System of Loans in developing countries to help students to
achieve studies. This system consists of paying school-fees or cash money for the chosen
student(s) expecting the money will be paid back by doing the judged equivalent work or
by giving back the real money before getting the diploma.

6.2. How to apply

To access the page for application, you(student) need to go to the computer connected
to the LAN of the university and type http://earth.ung.bi/uburyo/ and you will access to
the web page shown at Figure 6.1.

Then you will need to click on Application form link to access the application form
what brings you to the web page shown at Figure 6.2.

If there is nothing in the announcement scroll bar it means that it is not the application
period and any application content will be received. The above web page is not limited
there but you will need to fill the fields and go to the next page until there is no next
anymore. Note that the fields with the star symbol(*) are obligatory information that must
be given. When you click on next link, you go to the next page where you find other fields
to fill. Other pages that you get when clicking on the next link are showed at Figures 6.3
and 6.4.

FIGURE 6.1. Uburyo Home
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6.2. How to apply Uburyo

FIGURE 6.2. Student Application Form (Step 1)

FIGURE 6.3. Student Application Form (Step 2)
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6.2. How to apply Uburyo

FIGURE 6.4. Student Application Form (Step 3)

And when you click on the next link again after filling the all the obligatory fields you
go to the page showed at Figure 6.4.

Then you click on finish link to finish your application form or back link to go back
to modify some information supplied.
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CHAPTER 7

APPLICATOR MANUAL VER. 1

7.1. What is Uburyo System?

Uburyo is a Sustainable System of Loans in developing countries to help students to
achieve studies. This system consists of paying school-fees or cash money for the chosen
student(s) expecting the money will be paid back by doing the judged equivalent work or
by giving back the real money before getting the diploma.

7.2. Applicator Role

An applicator is someone who has been approved by Uburyo commission members
and who has already received a loan. This one is different from a simple student because
he is just in the system and he has a valuable profile.

As an applicator has a profile in Uburyo system, he can access to see and modify his
profile if necessary. Because he can access Uburyo and change his profile it is the subject
of the following chapter.

7.3. How to access

To access the profile for applicators, you(applicator) need to go to the computer con-
nected to the LAN of the university and type http://earth.ung.bi/uburyo/ and you will
access to the web page showed at Figure 6.1.

Then you will need to access to your profile using the login and the password you
supplied during the application and this will lead you on the different pages depending
on your request. Note that you have to keep in your mind the login and the password
supplied during the application. You will be directed to the page showed at Figure 7.1
after accessing with correct login and password.

If you choose the debt state link then you will be led to the web page showed at Figure
7.2 if you are the student “AAAA” with “222222” as an identity card number.

In this web page we have four tables that it is very important to know the meaning.
The first table shows an applicator his personal information as you see it in this repre-

sentation.
The second table explains the amount of money remains in the applicator’s loan. The

whole row explains all about the considered announcement so if there are many announce-
ments in which you have been retained then you will see a table with many rows. The
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FIGURE 7.1. Applicator Home

FIGURE 7.2. Applicator Debt State
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column Announcement shows the title of the announcement in which an applicator ap-
plied. The column Quantity shows the money that an applicator has got, the second(Debt)
shows the debt remaining which means the money an applicator must still pay. The Re-
fund Percentage shows the percentage of quantity an applicator has already given back
(Debt*100/Quantity) and the last(State) shows if you still owe something as a debt or
not(closed).

The third table is about jobs and is described as the last one as far as the structure is
concerned. In the Job column we find the job title in which the applicator(you) has been
assigned, in the Announcement column we find the announcement in which the debt is
going to be reduced, in the Description column we see some information about the job
the applicator is performing, in Value we find the money that will be reduced on the debt
if the job is done correctly, in Earned we see the earned money in some period of time(for
example if the job is not done correctly earned money can be less than the value of the
job) and the last column(State) shows if it is just the period of the job or not.

The last table in the above page describes all about the debt and combine all the an-
nouncements and profits in the applicator’s profile: the Loaned row shows the loaned
money(sum of loaned money in all applications), the Earned row shows all the earned
money(sum of earned money in all applications), the Decreased row shows all the de-
creased money(sum of decreased money in all applications) (With decreased money we
mean all the amount of money an applicator gives back without working like, for exam-
ple, in cash), the Debt row shows all the debt remaining(sum of debts in all applications)
and the Refund Percentage row shows all paid money in percentage(sum of paid money
in all applications and in percentage).

If you choose the Personal information link, you will be directed to the page where
you can modify your e-mail. The page is presented like in the Figure 7.3.

If you choose the link Application form you will see the information you supplied
during your application. They are presented below and you can use them for applying in
another announcement or modify. If you want to see all the information on this page you
will need to click on next button. Figure 7.4 is how it is presented.

The last page where an applicator has the rights to go is the one which permits him to
change the password which means your password is replaced by the new one. This page
is accessed by clicking on the change password link and is presented like in Figure 7.5.

7.4. Important note: Job’s list.

The applicator needs to check if there are new jobs having the goal of reducing his
debt or having no debt anymore. That is why he has always to check if there is any job to
apply for. We are going to see along this chapter how the applicator can check if there are
jobs to apply for or not.
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FIGURE 7.3. Applicator Personal Information

FIGURE 7.4. Student Application Form for Loaners
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FIGURE 7.5. Change Password for Applicators

FIGURE 7.6. Empty Student Jobs List
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FIGURE 7.7. Student Jobs List

First you have to access to the first web page as we saw at the Figure 6.1. You will
need to check if there is a new job by clicking on the job’s list link and you will go to the
page showed at Figure 7.6.

This page above is the one you get when there is no job available but when there is
some jobs available then you will find them in the list.

See also at Figure 7.7 how the page is presented when there is a new job for the
applicator. In the page showed at Figure 7.7 when you click on every link inside the table
you will see all the information about the job and on the Figure 7.8 you see how the page
will be seen after clicking on any link in the table.
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FIGURE 7.8. Student Job Details
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CHAPTER 8

ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL VER. 1

8.1. What is Uburyo System?

Uburyo is a Sustainable System of Loans in developing countries to help students to
achieve studies. This system consists of paying school-fees or cash money for the chosen
student(s) expecting the money will be paid back by doing the judged equivalent work or
by giving back the real money before getting the diploma.

8.2. Administrative Role

An administrative is someone who has been approved by Uburyo commission mem-
bers and who has some function in the university. This one is supposed:

(1) To know if information given in the application form by the students are reliable
or not.

(2) To assign jobs to applicators.
(3) To reduce applicator debts.
(4) To register jobs in the system.

As an administrative has a profile in Uburyo system, he can access to see and modify
his profile if is necessary. And because an administrative can access in Uburyo application
to fulfill his duties and change the profile is the subject of the following chapter.

8.3. How to access

To access the profile for everybody including administratives, you(administrative)
need to go to the computer connected to the Internet and type http://earth.ung.bi/uburyo/.
and you will access to the web page showed at Figure 6.1.

Then you will need to access to your profile using the login and the password you
own as an administrative and this will lead you on the different pages depending on your
request. Note that you have to keep in your mind the login and the password appropriate
to you. You will be directed to the web page showed at Figure 8.1 after accessing with
correct login and password.

8.4. Validating Applications Data
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FIGURE 8.1. Administrative Home

FIGURE 8.2. Administrative Validation of Student Application Forms
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FIGURE 8.3. Validating Student Application Forms

If you choose the Application link then you will be led to the following web page
if you are the administrative Manirakiza Gerard. Thus, you can validate the application
form that you choose among others. The page is represented like Figure 8.2.

In this web page, you can validate any application (in the list), in any announcement
(Select control on the black bar), in collecting or validating state.

The different states of announcement that we have are:

• Collecting: In this state all the applications made by students are being collected
in order to see them all and to validate them after.

• Validating: In this state, it is up to the administrative to validate after seeing that
all the information given is reliable or not. If not he is going to correct it after
consulting the student and validate it after.

• Evaluating: In this state applications are being evaluated by commission mem-
bers so you, administrative, does not have anything to do during this period.

• Assigning: In this state the loans are being created and an administrative has
nothing to do with announcements in this state.

• Ended: In this state, all the loans are assigned Money has been assigned to the
retained students(applicators). Therefore you, administrative, must manage the
loans appeared during the last period. It is time to assign jobs, increase profits
and reduce debts.
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FIGURE 8.4. Announcement Loans Resolutions

When you select some application, you will go to the following web page. Figure 8.3
is the case in which the student Habonimana Eric is selected.

Then you can validate such application if you see that information supplied in it is
good or correct it in the other case after consulting the concerned student. To validate an
application you have to scroll down the page and see the link validate, then click on it.

8.5. Announcement Resolutions

In Loans Resolutions link you can see the money assigned to each student with the
global evaluation in each announcement, but this interface is read only. The page is rep-
resented like in Figure 8.4.

8.6. Current Loans

In Current Loans link, you(administrative) can see all the students to whom loans are
given with all the details concerning the debt remaining. The page is represented like in
Figure 8.5.

And if you select the applicator Habonimana in the list, see what you get on the Figure
8.6.

In this interfaces you, administrative, may see three different tables and one Job Assig-
nation area.
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FIGURE 8.5. Current Loans List

The first table is explaining the current state of the applicator’s debt, organized by
announcements, with the following information:

• The column Quantity means the money that the student has received as a loan in
that announcement.

• The column Debt means the quantity of money that the student still owes in that
announcement, when the Debt is reduced then the Refund Percentage is going to
increase.

• The refund percentage is the percentage of the money that the applicator already
paid back in that announcement.

When administratives click on “Close Application” or “Close job” then an alert is
going to appear.

In the case the administrative click on “Close Application”, the alert appears like in
Figure 8.7.

If you choose Annuler(Cancel in English) then all the fields are going to stay with the
containing values but if you click on OK then the fields are going to change and there will
be no debt any more because it is going to be canceled. So the refund percentage is going
to be 100%.

The second table is describing the applicator’s activity. If he is performing some job
or even if he finished with some job.
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FIGURE 8.6. Debt Management Panel
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FIGURE 8.7. Closing an Application

The column Earned is there to contain the earned money depending on the work ac-
complished. Thus, if the given applicator performs all the job costing 100$, the column
Earned is going to contain 100$ but if he has not accomplished all the work that column
can contain 20$ or other value under 100$.

The column Value stores the money that will be reduced when the applicator complete
his job. If the value of the work was 100$ so the column Value will contain 100$.

In the case the administrative click on “Close job”, the alert appears like in Figure 8.8.
If you choose Annuler(Cancel in English) then all the fields are going to stay with the

containing values but if you click on OK then the fields are going to change and the job’s
value is reduced to the related debt. So the Earned field is going to contain the value that
the job costs and from the related announcement debt is going to be reduced that value.

The last table is summarizing both tables.
So when you change the value of the earned money in the Earned column, or the value

of the debt in the debt column, then the values in the last table will change proportionately
to the earned money and debt you filled.

The different states in which a loan could be are:

• Adjudged: A loan is assigned to some applicator and he has not paid back his
debt yet.

• Closed: A loan has already been solved because its debt has been canceled.

The different states of a job that we have are:
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FIGURE 8.8. Closing a Job

• Assigned: When the job is being performed by someone.
• Ended: When the job has been complete or is not performed any more.

An administrator can assign the job to any applicator when there is any available job
(Approved by the Commission) inside the university.

To do this, a job creator goes in the homepage without logging in, he chooses “Down-
load job’s documents” link and then, he is going to choose the “Download register form
here” to download the register form. After that, he fills it and brings it to you (adminis-
trative) and it is up to the administrative to register it in the application.

After this and if the job has been approved by the Commission, this student or another
one is going to be chosen to execute the job.

To explain in a concrete way this important section, let us do it in the Table 8.1.

8.7. Job Registration

In the Register Job link you can register the job by filling the spaces in the table and by
clicking on Register button after filling. The page is presented in Figure 8.9 after scrolling
down.

• Start date means the date when applicators begin to apply for jobs.
• End date means the deadline for applicators to apply for the job.
• Expiration date means the date after which the job will be considered as over and

will be deleted.
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Section Explanation of fields found in the section

Debts

- Announcement: Title of the announcement where the debt
was created.

- Value: Quantity of the loan.
- Debt: Debt remaining at the given moment.
- Refund
percentage:

Money earned in the percentage.

- State: State of the loan.

Jobs

- Job: Title of the job that is being performed.
- Announcement: Title of the announcement where the job

is reducing the debt.
- Description: Description of the job.
- Value: Money that one earns after finishing the

job.
- Earned: Earned money at the given moment.
- Refund type: How an administrative has to change the

debt of a given applicator (explained in
the page itself). This field is not working
in the current version of the software.

Job
assignation

- Job: Approved job to be assigned to the
applicator.

- Refund type: How an administrative has to change the
debt of a given applicator (explained in
the page itself). This field is not working
in the current version of the software.

- Announcement: Debt that will be reduced by perform this
job.

Summarize

- Loaned: Total of money loaned to a given
applicator.

- Earned: Total of money earned by a given
applicator at the given moment.

- Decreased: Total of money decreased without job
performance to a debt of a given
applicator.

- Debt: Total of debt that remains after
decreasing the money earned to the
loaned money.

- Refund
percentage:

Total of debt that remains to pay in
percentage.

TABLE 8.1. Brief explanation of each column in Debt Management Panel
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FIGURE 8.9. Job Registration

• Hours of the work means the hours that a retained applicator will have to perform
the job.

• Value of the work means the money that the applicator will earn after finishing
his job.

• Profits means the money that the university is getting due to that job perfor-
mance.

• Saves means the money the university is saving because the applicator’s job.

8.8. Uploading Files

In Upload files link (Figure 8.10) you can upload files that you have in your computer
by selecting the file only. In this page we can upload files that we have written in PDF
format and not going above 100 Kilobytes. Those files are just edited Register job forms,
finished job forms or Ended job report indexes. You can just select English or French
depending on your file.

8.9. Changing Personal Data

The last page where an administrative has the rights to go is the one which permits
them to change the password which means your password is replaced by the new one.
This page is accessed by clicking on the change password link and is presented like in
Figure 8.11.
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FIGURE 8.10. Uploading Files

FIGURE 8.11. Change Password for Administratives
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CHAPTER 9

COMMISSION MEMBER MANUAL VER. 1

9.1. What is Uburyo System?

Uburyo is a Sustainable System of Loans in developing countries to help students to
achieve studies. This system consists of paying school-fees or cash money for the chosen
student(s) expecting the money will be paid back by doing the judged equivalent work or
by giving back the real money before getting the diploma.

9.2. Commission member Role

A commission member is someone who is very important in Uburyo system. He is
among the deciders when it is time to attribute the loans to the chosen students.

This one is going to judge information after all has been performed by an administra-
tive: Application Validation and Job Registration.

A commission member has a huge profile in Uburyo system, he can access to see and
modify his profile if necessary and he can also access when there is something important
that he want to communicate to his team-mates.

9.3. How to access

To access the profile for everybody including commission members, you(commission
member) need to go to the computer connected to the Internet and type http://earth.ung.bi/uburyo/
and you will access to the web page showed at Figure 6.1.

Then you will need to access to your profile using the login and the password you own
as a commission member and this will lead you on the different pages depending on your
request. Note that you have to keep in your mind the login and the password appropriate
to you. You will be directed to the web page showed at Figure 9.1 after accessing with
correct login and password.

If you choose the Evaluations link then you will be led to the web page showed at
Figure 9.2 if you are the commission member Manirakiza Gerard. So you can evaluate
the application form that you choose among others. Note that in order to evaluate you
need to chose any announcement in Evaluating state. The page is represented like in
Figure 9.2 when there are no applications to evaluate for you depending on the state of
the announcement, in this announcement a commission member selects an announcement
in Collecting state.
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FIGURE 9.1. Commission Member Home

FIGURE 9.2. Empty Evaluation List Interface
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9.3. How to access Uburyo

FIGURE 9.3. Evaluation List Interface

When a commission member chooses an announcement in the Evaluating state and
there are one or more applications in it, then he is going to do his job as usually and gives
his propositions as his team-mates also do. This following page is showed at Figure 9.3.

In this web page you can evaluate any application in any announcement in Evaluating
state. When you select it, you will go to the web page in Figure 9.3, after selecting the
application you will be directed to the web page showed at Figure 9.4.

Here you (commission member) are able to check all data supplied by the student and
previously validated by administratives. If you scroll down you will get the important
area for evaluating this application, in the Figure 9.5 it is shown.

Then, you can evaluate any application which belongs to any announcement in evalu-
ating state, basing yourself on two different criteria, like it is shown in the image above:
economic criteria and academic criteria. As higher is the assigned weight as much possi-
bilities this student has to get the money. Then, if a given student has not a good econom-
ical situation, you can give him a high weight. For example, if there are three applications
to evaluate, you could assign 3 or 4 because they are the highest weights. But if he has a
good economical situation then, you can give him 1 or even 0 for example, in Economic
evaluation. Moreover, you will explain why that assigned weight in the Comments field.
It is the same in the Academic evaluation but there you will give 3 or 4 to the student who
got good marks in the classroom and also you have to explain why in the Comments field.
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FIGURE 9.4. Student Details for Evaluation

FIGURE 9.5. Commission Member Evaluation Area
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FIGURE 9.6. Job Rejection Area

After this, you click on Evaluate button to send information and to stock it in the
database.

As well as using the data supplied by students, commission members may use the
evaluations done by other commission members. These evaluations are shown in the table
on the screen bottom. Every evaluation performed in this application by other commission
member is loaded here to help commission members to evaluate this application.

In Jobs link, you(Commission member) can reject a job proposed by someone and
registered by an administrative basing yourself on your own reason(example:job with a
high amount of money but with a few number of working hours). See what the page looks
like like in Figure 9.6.

Then you will need to write a comment in order to explain why you reject that job and
click the button Reject.

In Amounts link, you can give suggestions about the money you want to be loaned,
to selected students in any announcement in assigning state. The page look like in Figure
9.7.

Then you can write your suggestion in the field named “Write a comment:” If there
are other comments given by other commission members then you will see them in the
section “Write a comment:” field. Example in Figure 9.8.

The last page where an commission member has the rights to go is the one which
permits him to change the password which means your password is replaced by the new
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FIGURE 9.7. Quantities Assignation Forum

FIGURE 9.8. Writing an opinion in Quantities Assignation Forum
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FIGURE 9.9. Change Password for Commission Members

one that you type and that you confirm. This page is accessed by clicking on the change
password link and is presented like in Figure 9.9.
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CHAPTER 10

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR MANUAL VER. 1

10.1. What is Uburyo System?

Uburyo is a Sustainable System of Loans in developing countries to help students to
achieve studies. This system consists of paying school-fees or cash money for the chosen
student(s) expecting the money will be paid back by doing the judged equivalent work or
by giving back the real money before getting the diploma.

10.2. Administrator Role

An administrator in Uburyo is someone with enough technical knowledge and a whole
control about the sustainable loans process. He will supervise all the process as commis-
sion members do but without decision skills. Therefore, he will have to perform in the
system every action decided by commission members. In some cases, administrators
could also perform the commission member role. In this cases, they are like commission
members directors because they have rights for giving their opinions and also they execute
these decisions in the system.

Administrators have also the competences of starting new announcements, managing
the employment bureau, creating users, configuring the system and avoiding fraud.

As an administrator has a profile in Uburyo system, he can access to see and modify
his profile if necessary.

Because he can access Uburyo and change his profile it is the subject of the following
chapters.

10.3. How to access

To access the profile for everybody including administrators, you(administrator) need
to go to the computer connected to the Internet and type http://earth.ung.bi/uburyo/. and
you will access to the web page showed at Figure 6.1.

Then you will need to access to your profile using the login and the password you
own as an administrator and this will lead you on the different pages depending on your
request. Note that you have to keep in your mind the login and the password appropriate
to you. You will be directed to the web page showed at Figure 10.1 after accessing with
correct login and password.
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FIGURE 10.1. Administrator Home

FIGURE 10.2. Created Announcements

10.4. Managing Announcements

Clicking on the menu button Announcements you, administrator, may create new an-
nouncements, modify already created announcements and change the state of all of them.
Once you click on this button the web page of Figure 10.2 will be shown.

In this web page you, administrator, could see a list of announcements created in the
system, of course if there is any announcement created.

As you may see announcements could be in different states as the followings:

• Collecting: Is when students are still applying in the announcement.
• Validating: Students cannot apply any more in announcements in this state be-

cause administratives are validating applicators provided data.
• Evaluating: Administratives cannot validate any application more in announce-

ments in this state because commission members are evaluating all the validated
student applications.

• Assigning: Commission Members cannot evaluate any validated application more
because the ordered student list has been already generated and commission
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FIGURE 10.3. Announcement Details Panel

members are discussing how much money the assign to each student.
• Ended: Loans have been already generated. In announcements in this state ad-

ministratives assign jobs to loaners and reduce their debts.

Clicking on some announcement administrators will access to an interface similar to
the Figure 10.3 with the announcement information loaded in the different form inputs.
Administrators will be able to modify these data.

Moreover, this interface allows administrators to close three of the announcement pe-
riods commented before: Collecting, Validating and Evaluating as well as check in which
state this announcement is. Readers may check in the last image three buttons on the form
top. Due to announcements could be just in one state only one button will be enable (In
this case Close Application Now) and this tell us in which state the announcement is:

• If Close Application Now is enable, announcement is in Collecting period. Thus,
clicking on this button you will close this period passing to Validating state.

• If Close Validation Now is enable, announcement is in Validating period. There-
fore, clicking on this button you will close this period passing to Evaluating
state.

• If Close Evaluation Now is enable, announcement is in Evaluating period. Click-
ing on this button you will end this period passing the announcement to Assign-
ing state.

Readers may notice that in this interface there is no way to close the Assigning period.
This is because this event is executed from the Amounts (See Section 10.7).

Finally, you could create new announcements by clicking on the New Announcement
link located in the black bar. Clicking on this link you will be redirected to the form
showed at Figure 10.4.

Filling up all the information requested by the form and clicking on Create button, the
system will create automatically a new announcement ready for students to apply in:
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FIGURE 10.4. New Announcement

• Date: When the students may start to apply in the created announcement.
• Description: It is explaining what is the goal of the announcement budget. Usu-

ally is define like University, Specialty/Career, Year.
• Budget: How much money university is going to assign for the purpose ex-

plained in Description field.
• Application deadline: Date when the students could not apply any more.
• Validation deadline: Date when administratives could not validate applications

any more.
• Evaluation deadline: Date when commission members could not evaluate appli-

cations any more.
• Function: This field is not working in this software version.

10.5. Managing System Users

Clicking on Users menu button you (administrator) could access to the list of users
with rights to access to the system and their roles/types (Students, Applicators, Admin-
istratives, Commission Members and Administrators). Figure 10.5 will appear when is
clicked the Users button.

At this interfaces there also are three different links (In the black bar) for creating
three different types of users: Administratives (New Administrative link), Commission
Members (New Commission Member link) and Administrators (New Administrator link).

Clicking on some user administrators could access to a form like is shown in the next
image but with user data already loaded. Administrators could modify this data.

If you, administrator, click on New Administrative link on the black bar the page
showed at Figure 10.6 will be opened.

By filling up these information and clicking on Create button, administrators could
create new administratives in the system:
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FIGURE 10.5. System Users

FIGURE 10.6. New Administrative
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FIGURE 10.7. New Commission Member

• Last name: Administrative last name.
• First name: Administrative first name.
• National ID number: Identification number provided by the country government

to the administrative.
• Email: Email address of the administrative.
• Login: Administrative system identification. He will access to the platform using

this login.
• Password: Administrative password for accessing to the system. This password

could be change by the administrative later.
• Password confirmation: Just for avoiding mistakes during password typing.

If you, administrator, click on New Commission Member link in the black bar in Users
list, you could create a new commission member by filling up the form fields showed at
Figure 10.7 and clicking on Create button.

In this form the system is ordering the following information:

• Last name: Commission member last name.
• First name: Commission member first name.
• National ID Number: Identification number provided by the country government

to the commission member.
• Background: Which studies has the commission member.
• Organization: In which institution the commission member got his studies.
• Job: Which job is performing right now the commission member.
• Telephone number: Commission member telephone number.
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FIGURE 10.8. New System Administrator

• Email: Email address of the administrative.
• Login: Commission member system identification. He will access to the plat-

form using this login.
• Password: Commission member password for accessing to the system. This

password could be change by the commission member later.
• Password confirmation: Just for avoiding mistakes during password typing.

Finally, if you, administrator, click on New Administrator link on the black bar in the
Users list, it will be loaded the interface of Figure 10.8 where you could create new system
administrators by filling up the following information and clicking on Create button.

• Last name: Administrator last name.
• First name: Administrator first name.
• National ID number: Identification number provided by the country government

to the administrator.
• Email: Email address of the administrator.
• Login: Administrator system identification. He will access to the platform using

this login.
• Password: Administrator password for accessing to the system. This password

could be change by the administrator later.
• Password confirmation: Just for avoiding mistakes during password typing.

10.6. Supervising Student Applications

You, administrator, do not have to control student applications because this is a com-
petence of administratives. But, in order to increase the system security, you will be
the responsible to delete any student application in any state (Non validated, validated,
adjudged and closed), if any system user (Administratives, Commission Members or Ad-
ministrators) detects some irregularity in it. This action will be executed always after
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FIGURE 10.9. Deleting Student Application Forms

FIGURE 10.10. Supervising Amounts Assignation

consulting Uburyo Commission. For deleting student applications you, administrator,
must click on Applications menu button and the interface showed at Figure 10.9 will be
loaded.

Clicking on any Delete link administrators could delete any application in any state.

10.7. Supervising Amounts Assignation

When the evaluating period finalize a student ordered list is automatically generated
by the system. This list may be consulted by administrators clicking on Amounts menu
button (Figure 10.10).
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FIGURE 10.11. Moderating Quantities Assignation Forum

In this interface administrators may see the final students ordered list with their global
evaluation and the initial money assigned automatically by the system. Moreover, this in-
terfaces contain a messages table where commission members and administrators discuss
about the amounts.

Your role in this discussion, administrator, is to moderate the chat (Figure 10.11) and
attempt to get consensus. In order to post a new message in the table you will write it in
the text area shown in the following image and click on Send button.

When the decision is taken by the commission members and the discussion is over
you, administrator, must define each student amount according this decision and click on
Close Assignment Now button. This announcement will pass to ended state and the loans
will be created.

10.8. Configuring the System

Uburyo Software is configurable via some modifiable parameters. In order to change
these parameters you, administrator, have to click on System menu button. An interface
like in Figure 10.12 will be shown.

In this form are configurable the following parameters:

• Job collection period (days): Uburyo software is collecting jobs constantly and
commission members must be notified in order to evaluate these new jobs. This
notifications will be via email and, instead of sending an email when a new job
is registered, the system will send an email each, the number of days defined in
this parameter, with all the jobs collected during this period.
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FIGURE 10.12. Configuring the System

FIGURE 10.13. Automatic Evaluation

• Job evaluation period (days): Before a new job is included in the employment
bureau it must be supervised during a period and do not get any commission
member rejection. This parameter defines how many days each job will be su-
pervised before being included in the employment bureau.

• Language: Language using by default for the system. In this version this param-
eter is just applicable to emails. Thus, this parameter will define the language in
which the system notification emails will be sent.

• Date format: Date format used by the interface for representing the dates.
• Currency: In which coin are represented all the amounts in the system.

• Automatic evaluation: Depending of this system configuration parameter, com-
mission member evaluation area will change. If automatic evaluation parameter
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FIGURE 10.14. Manual Evaluation

is set to yes this area will be shown as in Figure 10.13. The evaluation inputs
will be a selector controls formed by different values: from 1 to the number of
validated applications this announcement contains and, also the Non evaluated
option.
If automatic evaluation parameter is set to no this area will be loaded as Figure
10.14. In this case, commission members could evaluate an application with the
desired weight without any constrain because the evaluation inputs will be an
input text controls.

• Allow even evaluations: If this system configuration parameter is set to yes,
commission members could evaluate more than one different validated applica-
tion with the same weight. If this parameter is set to no, commission members
will have to use different weights for each validated application.

• Email sender: Defines if the system will send automatically emails when some
events are performed in the system. In this software version the system will send
notifications via email to commission members when:

– Any announcement passes to the evaluation state and they may start to eval-
uate validated applications.

– Any announcement passes to the assignation state and they may discuss
about the loan quantities.

– Any job is registered in the system and they must supervise it in order to
reject it or not.

• Audit: This parameter controls if some defined actions are registered in the sys-
tem when they are performed. It is for increasing the process security and avoid-
ing fraud (Let’s check the section Avoiding Fraud in order to see which actions
could be audited).

• Server Date/Time: This is a read only information and it is saying the server
configuration Date/Time. If administrators do not agree with this information
they must contact the Uburyo technical team in order to configure the file php.ini
in the server and define the desired zone time.
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FIGURE 10.15. Controlling Jobs

• Server Time Zone: This is the configured time zone in the server file php.ini.
This parameter is also read only. If administrators do not agree with it they must
also contact with the Uburyo technical team in order to define in the server the
desired time zone.

10.9. Controlling Jobs

You (Administrator) have the rights for changing the job state. A job could be in one
of these five following steps:

• Non Approved or Pending: The job has been registered in the system by some
university administrative but it is passing by the supervision period. Every job
registered in the system is supervised during some time, configurable in the sys-
tem (See Section 10.8), and if in this time any commission member rejects the
job, it will automatically pass to the employment bureau. If the job is being
supervised it is in Pending state.

• Approved: The job has already passed the supervision period without any rejec-
tion and it is in the employment bureau.

• Rejected: The job has been refused by some commission member during the
supervision period. Assigned: The job was approved and it was assigned to
some loaner.

• Ended: The job was finished by any university administrative because the loaner
ends or because he leaves it.

If you (Administrator) clicks on Jobs menu button you will be directed to the page
showed at Figure 10.15 where you could change the job state from Pending to Approved
and from Approved to Pending.

Let’s notice that the job will change from Pending to Rejected just by commission
members when some of them refuses it. And from Approved to Assigned by university
administratives when some of them assign it to any loaner.
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FIGURE 10.16. System Email Notifications

FIGURE 10.17. Email Notification Details

Simply clicking on some job you will access to its description. Clicking on Force to
links you could change to Pending and Approved states. And clicking on Delete link you
will erase that job.

By clicking on Force all to Approved you (Administrator) will pass every job in Pend-
ing state to Approved, this is the same to include every non-approved job into the employ-
ment bureau. Otherwise, by clicking on Delete Rejected you will delete every rejected
job.

10.10. Email Notifications

As it has been explained before, Uburyo software send automatically some email
notifications to commission members when some events are performed in the system.

In this interface (Figure 10.16) administrators may modify some email details as email
subject or body by clicking on any email. For doing this the form showed at Figure 10.17
will be loaded.
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FIGURE 10.18. Auditing System Actions

10.11. Avoiding Fraud

Uburyo software is designed to perform a transparent assignation and giving back
loans process. In order to get this transparency the application could be configured to
register in a log some performed events in the system by different actors.

For selecting which actions the system will audit, you (administrator) must click on
Auditing Actions menu button and the item list showed at Figure 10.18 will be loaded.

In this software version the following system events could be audited:

(1) Login
(2) Logout
(3) Application Validation
(4) Job Creation
(5) Job Assignation
(6) Debt Modification
(7) Profit Modification
(8) Job Closing
(9) Debt Closing

(10) Job Rejection
(11) Evaluation
(12) Adminitrative Registration
(13) Administrator Registration
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FIGURE 10.19. System Logs

(14) Commission Member Registration
(15) Announcement Creation
(16) Announcement Modification
(17) Amounts Set
(18) System Parameters Modification
(19) Announcement State Changing
(20) Application Deleting
(21) Job Deleting
(22) Job Approving
(23) Job Disapproving

Let’s check those actions you (administrator) want to control and each time any system
actor performs one of the selected actions a new record will be registered in the log.

For checking the log, you (administrator) must click on System Logs menu button and
the table shows at Figure 10.19 will be displayed.

In this table administrators may check who performed which action and also when it
was performed. Usually, these logs are accompanied by a description with some more
details.

10.12. Changing Passwords

It is known that normally software users forget their access data. You (administrator)
will have the competence to change this access data if some of these situations happens.
For changing the password of any system user you will have to click on Users menu
button, then on the user you like to change the password and finally in the button Change
user’s password (Figure 10.20).
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FIGURE 10.20. Changing System User Password

FIGURE 10.21. Setting up a new System User Password

Let’s write the new password and click on Change button (Figure 10.21).
For changing your own password just click on Change Password menu button and

proceed as before.

10.13. Backup

When a new software is designed is very important design the tools and strategies
for the backup too. A backup strategy determine of what it is copied, how often it is
copied and how long it is necessary keep those copies. A backup tool is the is respon-
sible for realizing this strategy. There are two main types of backup tools: global and
local. A global backup tool normally has a client-server architecture, realize automatic
backups for many machines and platforms and storing the data in a external storage plat-
form, like tape library or disk arrays. One example in the Open Source world is Bacula
(http://www.bacula.org). A local backup tool is an specified script that make the backup
of an specified software. It is very common that the local tools was integrated with the
global tool.

Uburyo no need a very specially backup strategy but is recommended to do a data
backup each week and a software and data backup after each software update. It is a good
policy to keep these data between two weeks and one month.
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Uburyo software are provided with a local backup tool: two shell scripts for make
the backup in GNU/Linux servers. They are in the folder uburyo/backup and make a full
backup (software and data) and a database backup (data).

Then we will see how the scripts are configured. At the first time it is necessary to
move the backup directory (uburyo/backup that contain the scripts) out of the web server
folders. This movement it is necessary to secure that the backup files can not be accessible
from the Internet.

The next step is configure the two scripts. We start with the database backup script
(backup_uburyo_db.sh). At the beginning of the script appears the different types of
parameters that you can configure as the installation has been made:

• The MySQL database parameters to introduce the data about the database.
– MYSQL_user a database user with enough permission to realize a read in

the database.
– MYSQL_pass is the password of MYSQL_user.
– MYSQL_db is the database name of the Uburyo database. By default in-

stallation is “uburyo”.
– MYSQLDUMP is the path for mysqldump. By default is the default path

for a normal installation: /usr/bin/mysqldump.
• The Backup parameters to introduce the data about the backup.

– BACKUP_date is the date for the name of backup file, by default with for-
mat YYYYMMDD-HHMM. It is possible to change it with the date com-
mand options.

– BACKUP_dir The directory where the script create the backup. By default
the directory with this script.

With this parameters correctly configured, the script generates a sql file with a dump
of the database with a name that follow this format: backup-uburyo-db-YYYYMMDD-
HHMM.sql.

For a database restore only is necessary to run this script inside the MySQL..
The second step is configure the full backup script (backup_uburyo_full.sh). At the

beginning of the script appears the different types of parameters that you can configure as
the installation has been made:

• The Backup parameters to introduce the data about the backup.
– BACKUP_date is the date for the name of backup file, by default with for-

mat YYYYMMDD-HHMM. It is possible to change it with the date com-
mand options.

– BACKUP_dir is the directory where the script create the backup file. By
default the directory with this script .

• The Target parameter is information about what is going to be copy.
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– TARGET_path is the uburyo installation path. By default the normal web
path for a normal Apache server installation is /var/www

With this parameters correctly configured, the script generates a tar.gz file with all the
Uburyo files and a dump of the database (generate with the database backup script) with
a name that follow this format: backup-uburyo-full-YYYYMMDD-HHMM.tar.gz.

For a full restore is necessary uncompress this file and copy the content to the in-
stallation folder. To finish the restore simply need to restore the database with the sql
file.

The last step is automate the backup process,. This can be made with the system cron
utility or with a backup global tool, like Bacula.

10.14. Internationalization and location

In computing, internationalization and localization are means of adapting computer
software to different languages and regional differences. Internationalization is the pro-
cess of designing a software application so that it can be adapted to various languages and
regions without engineering changes. Localization is the process of adapting internation-
alized software for a specific region or language by adding locale-specific components
and translating text.

In this project the internationalization is fundamental, mainly because is a cooperation
project and free software. This means that this project will be use in many contexts around
the world, being important that all the people can use it easily.

For the internationalization is used PHP-Gettext, a library that provides PHP functions
to do a complete internationalization and location.

Here we are going to review how is necessary to use this library and how use it to have
the system completely internationalized and at the day.

10.14.1. What is necessary to use PHP-Gettext.
A gettext-based internationalization system do the translation with two column tables,

one table stored in a file for language. The first column is the index and each one is a
phrase of the system to be translated. The other column is the phrase translated two the
language.

To accelerate the search there are programs that compile this file, generating a MO
file that the interface use to show the translated file.

This library PHP-Gettext provides PHP functions to read MO files even when gettext
is not compiled in or when appropriate locale is not present on the system.

To use completely the system is necessary to have some tools to generate the MO file
and manage the translating tables:
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• PHP-Gettext: is the PHP library. One copy accompanies the Uburyo software.
New versions can be found in the project web
https://launchpad.net/php-gettext/

• Gettext package for GNU/Linux or GNUwin32 GetText for Windows. Can be
downloaded from Internet
(http://gnuwin32.sourceforge.net/packages/gettext.htm ) or with your packages
manager.

• PoEdit: is cross-platform gettext catalogs (.po files) editor. Can be downloaded
from Internet (http://www.poedit.net/) or with your packages manager.

10.14.2. How to use PHP-Gettext.
To use the PHP-Gettext in the project we need to follow this steps.
10.14.2.1. Prepare the interface:

• All the phrases in the interface that we want to translated may be introduced in a
function. In this case we use __(‘’).

• In the pages that have phrases to be translated we need to put the following lines
(in the uburyo software there are still wrote)

– for import the libraries:

– to declare the translate function

– to use the translate file according with the selected language

• To select the language we need to create the corresponding language button in
the main page (uburyo/web/index.php). In this first version exist two button,
for English (default language) and French. The source of this button are the
following:
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10.14.2.2. Creating a new translation.

• Create the new button in the main page. Use the standard ISO 3166 for the name
of the translation file.

• Extract the strings to be translated, those found in the translation function. We
use gettext for do this. One model file (.pot) is generated.

• Generate a translate file (.po) from the model file. (in the example a fr interna-
tionalization

• The phrases are translated into the translate file with any text editor or special
translate editor like poEdit

• Compile the translate file in a machine object file (.mo) that will be used for
translate in execution time.

10.14.2.3. Maintain an existing internationalization.

• Extract the strings to translate, generating a new model file.

• Generate a translate file merging the model file and the translated existent file.

• The new phrases (not translated yet) are translated into the translate file with any
text editor or special translate editor like poEdit

• Compile the translate file in a machine object file (.mo) that will be used for
translate in execution time.
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CHAPTER 11

INSTALLATION GUIDE VER. 1

11.1. Basis

As Uburyo is a Web Application, for its installation is necessary a configured Local
Area Net where computers throw requests to the server, inside this Local Area Net, where
Uburyo is installed. Thus, it is necessary a server with the following services or packages
already installed (Previous versions to here indicated are not compatible with Uburyo):

• PHP 5.2.9. It is known that Uburyo does not work with PHP versions previous
to 5.2.3.

• Apache 2.2.3
• MySQL Ver. 14.12 Distrib. 5.0.32. It is known that Uburyo does not work with

MySQL distributions previous to 5.0.7
• PHP5-MySQL
• Gettext (GNU gettext-runtime) 0.17

Other versions are not tested and it is not sure that all functionality of Uburyo works
perfectly.

11.2. Downloading Source Code and Creating Data Base

For downloading Uburyo Source Code you have two options:

(1) Download a stable tagged version: Uburyo developing team tags new versions
when some set of new features are included and tested. Downloading a tagged
version you avoid using problems.

(2) Download the head CVS version: Uburyo developing team works using a CVS.
Last Uburyo Sources are always available in the CVS head. Cheeking out these
sources you have already available last Uburyo features but perhaps without tests
enough.

For getting a stable version just access to the Download SourceForge.net Area [TED10a]
and download the version you would like. Otherwise, if you want to download Uburyo
CVS head go to Section 11.8.

The next step is to extract all sources in the HTTP public folder (In GNU/Linux
usually it is /var/www/). Thus, users could access to Uburyo by typing in a navigator:
http://server_ip_address/uburyo/ or http://server_name/uburyo/ if some DNS service is
configured in the Local Area Net. Once sources are correctly located inside the HTTP
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public folder, let’s verify if typing one of the last URLs you can access to the interface
showed at Figure 6.1.

If this is happening you go by the right way. If not, perhaps you have confused your
public folder. For being sure this is your public folder let’s open the Apache configuration
file httpd.conf and let’s check the directive:

#

# DocumentRoot: The directory out of which you will serve your

# documents. By default, all requests are taken from this directory, but

# symbolic links and aliases may be used to point to other locations.

#

DocumentRoot "/opt/lampp/htdocs"

If you located the sources correctly in the HTTP public folder but you cannot open
Uburyo Home still could be a privileges error. This error is identified when you type in a
navigator Uburyo URL and you get a Forbidden error message. For solving this problem
just assign more privileges to Uburyos folder:

uburyo@server:/var/www$ chmod o+x uburyo

Once you get the access to Uburyo home the next step is to create Uburyo database and
also a user for accessing to this database. In the next steps is supposed you are installing
a stable version, if not let’s go to Section 11.8.

First: Access to MySQL service as root from uburyo/doc/ folder:

uburyo/doc$ mysql -h localhost -u root -p

Second: Create the database:

mysql> create database uburyo;

Third: Select the new database:

mysql> use uburyo;

Fourth: Create a user for this new database, for example, ubury0 with password uby:

mysql> grant select, insert, update, delete on uburyo

TO ubury0@localhost IDENTIFIED BY "uby";

Fifth: Execute the creation empty database. It is located in uburyo/doc/ and it is called
as db_script_v[version number]_[date].sql, for example: db_script_v0_01062010.sql for
the first Uburyo release:

mysql> \. db_script_v0_01062010.sql
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Sixth: Exit from MySQL service:

mysql> exit

Once Uburyo database and its accessing user are already created we need to indicate
Uburyo application how to access this database, we need to configure the connection data.
Let’s open the file uburyo/src/CONF/db_properties.php. This file must look like this:

$active_bd_set = 'localhost';

$kernel_bd = 'uburyo';

$databases = array('localhost');

$databases['localhost'] = array('uburyo');

$databases['localhost'][$kernel_bd] = array('dbhost',

'dbusername', 'dbuserpass');

// Uburyo server database configuration set

$databases['localhost'][$kernel_bd]['dbhost'] = 'localhost';

$databases['localhost'][$kernel_bd]['dbusername'] = 'ubury0';

$databases['localhost'][$kernel_bd]['dbuserpass'] = 'uby';

In order to configure more than one connection with more than one database even if
they are in different servers connection info is stored in the data structure described by
Figure 11.1.

We may have databases in more than one server. In that case we create a new position
for each server in servers array. Moreover it could happen that we would have more than
one database but in the same server, for example in localhost. In that case, we will create
a new position for each database {uburyo1, uburyo2} in databases array. This positions
point to another three positions array where connection info {host name, database user
name and password} is store. Thus, we could store as many database connections as we
like even if they are in different servers.

Variable active_bd_set and kernel_bd indicate which database is currently using the
application. The first one sets the server and the second one database in that server.

The last step is to create the first Uburyo system administrator for accessing the web
application. We need to do it manually in the database because at this point Uburyo
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FIGURE 11.1. Data Structure for Database Connection Information

database is empty so we do not have any user to access the application. Next users could
be created from the application:

First: Access to MySQL service as uburyo:

$ mysql -h localhost -u ubury0 -p

Second: Select Uburyo database:

mysql> use uburyo;

Third: Insert the new user:

Insert into user(login, system_code, password, first_name, last_name, id,

type, email) values ('admin', 1, md5('admin'), 'Administrator',

'of Uburyo', 'xxx', 1, 'uburyo@gmail.com');

Fourth: Exit from MySQL service:

mysql> exit

Finally, let’s check that everything was good. Access to the application and try to
log in using admin with password admin. If you get the access everything was good.
For security reasons let’s click on Change password menu button and set a new password
(Figure 10.21).
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11.3. Date, time and configuration parameters

Uburyo is a system where time and date data are considered. For example, when we
are auditing some actions we need to know when were performed that actions. Or, if
we need to configure the system for closing student application period automatically in a
concrete data. Therefore, in most of the cases is very important to verify if date and time
are well configured in the server. To do this just access like administrator and click on
System menu button (Figure 10.12).

Let’s check if parameters Server Date/Time and Server Time Zone are accorded to
your location. If not, let’s open the PHP configuration file php.ini and set the following
directive [PHP10b]:

; Date/Time configuration

date.timezone = Europe/Madrid

Let’s active the email sender just if your Local Area Net has connection to Internet.
Uburyo is using SMTP protocol for sending emails using the Gmail account uburyo@gmail.com.
Thus, just configure this parameter to Yes if your server has Internet connection.

For the other parameters let’s check Administrator manual and configure them as your
needs.

11.4. Actions to Audit

In order to get a transparent execution of Uburyo process is important to activate the
audition and define an important set of actions which will be registered each time a user
performs them. Clicking on Auditing Actions menu button you will access to the list of
action to select them (Figure 10.18).

11.5. Creating Users

For beginning Uburyo process is necessary to define some actors that will play during
the process. It is obligatory to define at least one university administrative for validating
student applications, registering new jobs, assigning approved jobs and reducing loaner
debts. Moreover, it is completely necessary to register every member that forms the su-
pervising commission.

To do these tasks you may click on Users menu button (Figure 10.5) and create as
many Administratives as you need and as many commission members as there are.

If is possible is very important to fill up all the information requested by the users
registration forms.
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FIGURE 11.2. Downloading an Uburyo Document

11.6. File Manager

In order to complete the system configuration and verify that everything is perfectly
working it is also necessary to check if file downloading/uploading is working.

By default, the folder used by the file manager is /uburyo/doc/ and also by default this
folder has not enough rights. This folder must have executing permission for everybody:

uburyo$ chmod o+x doc/

For testing if the file manager is working try to download a document (Figure 11.2).
And also try to upload a document (Figure 8.10).

11.7. First Announcement

Finally and for starting with the process the last step is to create a new announcement
where students could apply. Just need to click on Announcements and then in New An-
nouncement (Figure 10.2). Filling up all these information and clicking on Create button
the installation, configuration and launching processes will be finished (Figure 10.4).

11.8. Getting Last Developers Version

For getting the last Uburyo version you will need to have already installed in your
computer the following packages:

• CVS
• MySQL-WorkBench-OSS

If, instead of downloading a stable Uburyo version, you need to use the last version of
this software, because you need some new developed special feature, instead of accessing
to SourceForge.net and download it, you will need to use the anonymous CVS access in
order to download its head.

To do this, from an empty folder inside the public HTTP folder download the module
uburyo executing the following commands [SOU10b]:
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First: CVS login:

cvs -d:pserver:anonymous@uburyo.cvs.sourceforge.net:/cvsroot/uburyo login

Second: CVS checkout:

cvs -z3 -d:pserver:anonymous@uburyo.cvs.sourceforge.net:/cvsroot/uburyo

co -P uburyo

Once you download the CVS head sources you will need to create an Uburyo database
accorded to this version. Always, the last data model version is represented by the file
uburyo_data_mode.mwb (MySQL-WorkBench file). Applying forward engineer to the
model represented by this file we will get the last data base creation script version. To do
this let’s open the file with MySQL-WorkBench application, click on Database menu and
then in Forward Engineer. Finally, let’s follow the steps showed by the assistant.

11.9. Summary – Installation Steps

(1) Download Uburyo Sources (Section 11.2 or Section 11.8).
(2) Extract sources at HTTP public directory (Section 11.2).
(3) Check Uburyo is accessible from a navigator (Section 11.2).
(4) Create database (Section 11.2 or Section 11.8).
(5) Create database user (Section 11.2).
(6) Execute script (Section 11.2).
(7) Configure connection (Section 11.2).
(8) First Administrator (Section 11.2).
(9) Date/Time (Section 11.3).

(10) System Parameters (Section 11.3).
(11) Actions to audit (Section 11.4).
(12) Create other users (Section 11.5).
(13) File manager (Section 11.6).
(14) First Announcement (Section 11.7).
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CHAPTER 12

CREATED JOB TEMPLATES

In this chapter proposed and created jobs are presented as they were presented by their
creators at the creation moment. Some of them are in french, others in English depending
on the language used by job creators. The first point remember the different fields of the
template.

12.1. Job template fields

• Job’s title: a descriptive title for the job.
• Creator: the person who created and oversee the job
• Description: a detailed job description
• Requirements: a list of requirements that must meet the student who will do the

job
• Start date: the date when should the job be started by any student interested in.
• End date: the date when should the job finish by any student who takes it.
• Expiration date: the date when will the job deleted in the system if any student

has taken it.
• Value: is the money that the job will reduce the student’s debt.
• Profits: is the money that university gets due to the student’s job .
• Saves: is the money the university saves this job.
• Hours: the number of hours needs to complete the job.

12.2. Uburyo Software Maintenance and Developing

• Job’s title: Uburyo Software Maintenance and Developing
• Creator: Máximo Ramírez Robles
• Description: The applicant will have to performance Uburyo Software Mainte-

nance (User creation, Jobs approval, Application management, etc.). Moreover,
he will have to solve new appeared bugs and implement new functionality.

• Requirements:
– Good English Spoken level.
– HTML, CSS, PHP and MySQL knowledge.
– Free time for working everyday during the week (Monday to Friday) from

15:00 to 18:00.
– He must be interested in WEB Technologies.
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• Start date: 05/04/2010
• End date: 04/06/2010
• Expiration date: 27/03/2010
• Value: 243$
• Profits: 243$
• Saves: 0$
• Hours:135

12.3. Assistant du Directeur de Proj. en Infrastructure

• Job’s title: Assistant du Directeur de Proj. en Infrastructure
• Creator: Mme Carolina Hidalgo-Garcia
• Description: L’assistant devra fournir des information clés et synthetiques sur les

possibles partenaires internationales dont les projets ont besoin pour se réaliser.
De plus, l’assistant devra faire des rapports sur les activités menées à l’Université
et les réunions.

• Requirements:
– Excellente maitrise du français.
– Excellentes compétences de rédaction des textes en français et en anglais si

c’est possible.
– Bon capacité de synthèse.
– Rigurosité dans le travail (puntuel, organisé, autodiscipliné, etc)
– Bonne maistrise des outils informatiques et des recherches sur internet.

• Start date: 05/04/2010
• End date: 02/07/2010
• Expiration date: 27/03/2010
• Value: 243$
• Profits: 243$
• Saves: 0$
• Hours: 195

12.4. Appui au fonctionnement de bibliothèque de l’UNG

• Job’s title: Appui au fonctionnement de bibliothèque de l’UNG
• Creator: Forestier Marie-Alix
• Description:

– Assurer la permanence de la bibliothèque le matin, de 8 h à 12 h, en alter-
nance avec un autre étudiant.

– Saisir les livres déjà cotés mais non saisis dans le logiciel kumenya de la
bibliothèque.
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– Identifier,coter et saisir dans kumenya les livres non répertoriés de la biblio-
thèque.

• Requirements:
– Étudiant de la 2ème licence.
– Maitrise du logiciel kumenya (formation incluse dans le travail).
– Expérience en saisie informatique.
– Connaissance de la bibliothèque: l’étudiant doit fréquenter régulièrement la

bibliothèque et être familier de son fonctionnement.
– Sens de l’organisation et rigueur.
– Disponibilité.
– Gout pour les livres et la lecture apprécié.

• Start date: 19/04/2010
• End date: 31/10/2010
• Expiration date: 19/04/2010
• Value: 243$
• Profits: 121,5$
• Saves: 121,5$
• Hours: 340

12.5. Superviseur dans la saisie des données. Projet Webcor-UNG

• Job’s title: Superviseur dans la saisie des données. Projet Webcor-UNG
• Creator: Mme Carolina Hidalgo-Garcia
• Description:

– Accomplir l’horaire de travail dans les plages horaires établies par le di-
recteur du projet: 6 heures chaque jour tous les jours de la semaine.

– Réaliser la supervision des activités.
– Vérifier la bonne conduite des saisisseurs et la bonne réalisation de la saisie

des données afin de respecter la précision des informations contenues dans
les feuilles de l’entreprise.

– Tenir un contrôle assidu des feuilles de l’entreprise et être en charge de les
distribuer et récupérer aux saisisseurs lors de chaque séance de travail.

– Constater que il y a toujours des feuilles à saisir et contacter l’entreprise lors
que celles-ci commencent à s’épuiser.

– Prévenir les technicien de l’Université lors qu’une machine fonctionne mal
ou est en panne.

– Résoudre tout problème opérationnel qui pourrait empêcher le bon déroule-
ment des activités.

– Ouvrir et fermer la salle du service dans les horaires établis.
• Requirements:
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– Rigurosité dans le travail: ponctuel, organisé, autodiscipliné, confidentiel,
etc.

– Bonne maitrise des outils informatiques, surtout d’EXCEL.
– Sens de l’autonomie pour résoudre des problèmes opératifs qui pourraient

empêcher le bonne développement des activités.
– Disponibilité de 3 heures le matin et 3 heuers le soir.

• Start date: 05/05/2010
• End date: 05/08/2010
• Expiration date: 01/05/2010
• Value: 243$
• Profits: 500$
• Saves: 0$
• Hours: 390

12.6. Saisisseur des données. Projet Webcor-UNG

• Job’s title: Saisisseur des données. Projet Webcor-UNG
• Creator: Mme Carolina Hidalgo-Garcia
• Description: Réaliser la saisie des données en respectant la précision des infor-

mations contenues dans les feuilles de l’entreprise.
• Requirements:

– Rigurosité dans le travail: ponctuel, organisé, autodiscipliné, confidentiel,
etc.

– Bonne maitrise des outils informatiques, surtout d’EXCEL.
– Disponibilité de 3 heures durant la journée.

• Start date: 05/05/2010
• End date: 30/07/2010
• Expiration date: 05/05/2010
• Value: 140$
• Profits: 208$
• Saves: 0$
• Hours: 189

12.7. Saisisseur des données et traitement des données. Projet Webcor-UNG

• Job’s title: Saisisseur des données et traitement des données. Projet Webcor-
UNG

• Creator: Mme Carolina Hidalgo-Garcia
• Description: Réaliser la saisie des données en respectant la précision des infor-

mations contenues dans les feuilles de l’entreprise. Puis organiser les données,
par station et date.
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• Requirements:
– Rigurosité dans le travail: ponctuel, organisé, autodiscipliné, confidentiel,

etc.
– Bonne maitrise des outils informatiques, surtout d’EXCEL.
– Disponibilité de 3 heures durant la journée.

• Start date: 05/05/2010
• End date: 05/08/2010
• Expiration date: 05/05/2010
• Value: 243$
• Profits: 208$
• Saves: 0$
• Hours: 327
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CHAPTER 13

CONTRACTS AND COMMITMENT LETTERS

13.1. University Contract

13.1.1. English.
Me, [University manager] as [University of Ngozi] manager and responsible of Uburyo

Sustainable Scholarships System in it, with the identity number [University manager iden-
tity number] declare the following:

• We adopt Uburyo Sustainable Scholarships System.
• We assure to assign different responsibilities Uburyo requires (Administratives,

Commission Members, Administrators and Process Managers) among university
employers.

• We promise to support and maintain system associated software.
• We know and accept Uburyo jobs generation effort for assuring process sustain-

ability.
• We assure to do the minimum economic injections for maintaining a yearly and

constant flow of loans offer.

13.1.2. French.
Je soussigné [Nom de le responsable], identifié avec le numéro de (passeport/carte

national) [Numéro d’identité de le responsable] en tant que représentant de [l’Université
de Ngozi] et responsable du système durable de bourses d’études Uburyo de la même
institution déclare que:

• Nous adoptons le système durable les bourses d’études Uburyo.
• Nous nous engageons à répartir les responsabilités nécessaires Uburyo (Admin-

istratives, Membres de la Commission, Administrateurs et Gestionnaires de Pro-
cessus) entre les membres du personnel de l’université.

• Nous nous engageons à soutenir et d’entretien associés au logiciel (software) du
système.

• Nous connaîsons et nous acceptons l’effort qu’il en faut dans la création de tra-
vail Uburyo (chez les étudiants) pour assurer la durabilité du processus.

• Nous assurons la mise à disposition de ressources économiques nécessaires pour
le maintenir minimum annuel ainsi qu’un approvisionnement constant de prêts.
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13.2. Loaners Contract

13.2.1. English.
Me, [Loaners name] student of [University of Ngozi], with the identity number [Loan-

ers identity number] and from [Loaners nationality], declare the following:

• I have applied for a studies loan in Uburyo system.
• Since my application has been approved and I got a loan, I agree to get the quan-

tity of [300.000 FBU] (Paid directly to the university in concept of registration
fees) as a loan in order to subsidize part of mi studies in the aforementioned
university.

• I promise to give the loaned quantity back entirety, either in cash or performing
one or more jobs proposed by Uburyo system with the same value as the quantity
loaned (Without any additional charge).

• I know and agree that until I do not give back the loaned money I could not get
my corresponding graduation diploma in the [University of Ngozi].

13.2.2. French.
Je, soussigné(e) [Nom de l’étudiant], étudiant de [l’Université de Ngozi], numéro

d’identité [Numéro d’identité de l’étudiant], de nationalité [Nationalité de l’étudiant],
déclare sur l’honneur que:

• J’ai sollicité une bourse d’études dans le système Uburyo.
• En cas d’approbation de ma demande, j’accepte de recevoir la somme de [300.000

FBU] (versés directement à l’Université au titre du minerval) sous forme de prêt,
ayant pour but de couvrir une partie de mes études dans ladite Université.

• Je m’engage à rembourser la totalité de cette somme, soit en argent liquide, soit
par la réalisation d’un ou plusieurs des travaux proposés à cet effet dans le sys-
tème Uburyo, pour une valeur totale équivalente à celle que je dois (sans aucun
intérêt supplémentaire).

• Je sais et j’accepte que, tant que cette somme n’aura pas été entièrement rem-
boursée, je ne pourrai en aucun cas obtenir mon diplôme de la part de [l’Université
de Ngozi].

13.3. Advertisement Letter for University Staff

13.3.1. English.
Dear teachers and staff of [University of Ngozi].
It has been adopted by our university the Uburyo process, a sustainable scholarships

process. Through this process a certain number of loans will be assigned annually in
order to help our students with their expenses. These loans must be entirety returned by
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beneficiaries. And these refunds could be done either in cash or performing one or more
tasks proposed by the university.

In order to get a sustainable system, and university could recover loaned money, is
necessary a job generation effort for students to pay their loans. Any task proposed by
any of you could be formalized as an Uburyo job and offered it to loaners.

That tasks will not be remunerated and they will not have to generated direct profits
to the university. Any task that causes any new service or saves money to the university
will be as valid as other task that generates incomes.

In case of appear any needed task, that students could perform, you will have to access
[http://earth.ung.bi/Uburyo], download the job registration form, complete it and hand in
[University employer who registers jobs].

13.3.2. French.
Chers professeurs et personnel de [l’Université de Ngozi],
Il a été implementé dans notre un Université un processus appélé Uburyo, un système

de bourses durable. Grâce à ce processus il seront alloués chaque année un certain nombre
de prêts afin de financer et d’aider nos étudiants de notre l’université. Ces prêts doivent
être remboursés intégralement par les étudiants bénéficiaires. Ce remboursement peut
être effectué en espèces ou par divers travaux proposés par l’université.

Afin de rendre le système durable et de récupérer l’argent emprunté, l’effort est néces-
saire pour créer des emplois afin que les étudiants peuvent payer leurs dettes. Tous les
travaux proposés par l’un d’entre vous peut être formalisé comme un emploi Uburyo et
puis offerts à des étudiants boursiers.

Ces tâches ne seront pas payés ni donneront des avantages économiques directs à
l’université. Toute tâche qui fournisse un nouveau service ou qui aide à économiser de
l’argent à l’université sera aussi valable que celle qui génère des revenus directs.

Si vous avez une tâche à proposer qu’un étudiant bousier puisse réaliser, vous au-
rez qu’à consulter le site [http://earth.ung.bi/Uburyo] et puis télécharger le formulaire
d’inscription de travail, le remplir et le remettre à [Membre du personnel de l’université
qui enregistre de travails].
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